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'Winters
encouraged
by education
legislation
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
-irst District Sen. Ken
Winters said Wednesday
he was encouraged that
Education
Senate
state
Committee arid colleagues on
the floor approved legislation
strengthen
to
intended
Kentucky's application for up to
$200 million in federal school
liapiovtiuciii tunas.
However a proposal to allow
charter chools in Kentucky
was axed from the legislation
that was approved on a 38-0
vote. Winters aaid his colleagues did net agree on an
amendment that would have
created charter schools in
Kentucky. Winters, R-Murray,
said the provision would ttave
helped the Commonwealth's
chance4 of obtaiiting the federal
funds. Under the amendment,
charter schools would receive
public funding yet remain
exempt from many of the regulations that apply to other public
schools.
"We got all the changes we
wanted in the bill itself. We had
an amendment on the charter
school consideration, but tinting
was an issue and we didn't put
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United Way in need of pledges
Billington, Allison say
struggling economy
affecting agencies
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he United Way of Murray-Calloway
County's leaders say they need more
pledges in 2010, especially since its
reserve funds have been exhausted.
The United Way piovides funding for 11
local agencies, many of which provide aid
for people in tough financial situations.
Because of high unemployment and the
struggling economy, Executive Director
Peggy Billington said United Way nerds
donations now even more than some other
years in the past.
"We so desperately need help from the
community," she said. "The corrununity

T

last month that it would not be able to make
the December payments. After studying its
finances again. the board decided that it
could give 85 percent of what had originally been allocated. It is now focused on
gaining better financial standing in 2010
because it cannot fall back on its reserves
again.
"Our reserves are gone now." Allison
said.
Allison said the annual fundraising campaign usually ends at the end of the year.
because
has always helped and I feel confident that but it will stretch into February
some of Murray's larger companies they will continue."
United Way's
Lance Allison, who recently took over as which are also some of
process of endUnited Way's board chairman, said that largest donors - are in the
said the
over the past five years, a certain amount of ing their own campaigns now. He
is S300,000 and that
funding had been allocated for each of its informal goal
for 2010.
If agencies and the board dipped into its $200,000 had been budgeted
director of
Way's
United
Dail,
Aaron
reserve funds when pledges came short.
Payments are made to the agencies every
three months and the board was worried 111 See Page 2A

Out with the old

CALLOWAY COUNTY
UNITED WAY
AGENCIES
8I 4-H
III Adult Education
IM Big Brothers Big Sisters
M Gentry House
III Humane Society
•Main Street Youth
II Merryman House
•Need Line
▪ PurchaL,Area Sexual
Assault Center
II American Red Cross
/I Senior Citizens

Kentucky
selling state
property to
generate funds
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Wnter
RANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --- As
Kentucky's state government faces a
mammoth revenue shortfall, Gov.
Steve Beshear is doing what lots of families do when income falls short of obligations: Find the stuff they aren't using and
put it up for sale.
planes,
State-owned
vehicles arid other property will be sold to generate money for Kentucky's
budget,
shrinking
Beshear said Wednesday.
The move is the result
of an economic recession
that has hit the state's
general fund hard. leading to a projected $1.5 Soshoar
billion shortfall over the
next two-year budget cycle. That's on top
of $1 billion that has been cut from the
current budget.
Beshear said he doesn't know how much
money the property sales will raise, but he
said it should "soften the blow. of budget
cuts" that could include employee layoffs.
"The scope of what we're tackling suggests that the benefits could be substantial," he said told reporters in a Capitol
press conference.
Beshear said he is proposing the sale of
all land, buildings and equipment that isn't
essential. Under the initiative, the adminis-
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Worioars with Jim Smith
Contracting at Grand Rivers
began demolition of three buildings on North 16th Street
Thursday morning. Pictured
above, an addition to the back ot
the former site of the University
Barber Shop is pulled down. The
other two buildings were used by
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
Demolition will continue over the
next week, a worker at the site
said.

By The Ass6c1Med Press
sunny
Thursday...Partly
Highs in the upper 40s. South
winds 5 to 10 mph.
night...Mostly
Thursday
cloudy. Patchy dnzzle in the
evening... Then patchy light
freezing drizzle after midnight.
Lows in the lower 30s.
Southwest winds 5 mph.
Friday...Mostly cloudy. Highs
in the upper 40s.
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Calloway district recommended for AdvancED accreditafion
Hoskins says
process was
beneficial
for district

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Wrtter
he Quality Assurance Review Team
from AdvancED has mornmended
the Calloway County School District
for district accreditation after spending
tour days reviewing, visiting and interviewing.
In an oral report presented at a special
called board meeting by QART chair

Denny Jennings. a summary of results was
presented to board members and guests.
The final written repon will be submitted
to the district within 30 days and the actual
accreditation will be reviewed and finalized in June.
Jennings began her report by thanking
the district and community members for
the hospitality extended to them through
out the visit. She reviewed what AdvancED

WINTER CLEARANCE SALE!

ev le
Off elAtrcsudA

is and how the accreditation process works
before talking specifically about the
CCSD.
In order to earn and maintain a district
accreditation, the district must meet seven
AdvancED quality standards. engage in
continuous improvement and demonstrate
Quality Assurance thorough internal and

II See Page 2A
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•Winters encouraged by legislation ...
From Front

avSEe LOUGH/Ledger ti Times
Calloway County Supenntendent Steve Hoskins talks with Larry Woods, viCe chair of the
Quality Assurance Review Team. after the team presented their oral exit report Wednesday at
a special called Board of Education meeting The ;eam reported positive findings and wilt recommend the distnct for accreditation

II Calloway district recommended ..

efforts to pftss lof rilorc cdUka-

.,u! that amendment It was
defeated in Lommittee." Winters
said it was a fairly significant
amendment and many of them
had not hed time to read the content of it We have been running
under such d time frame to heat
that race to the top guideline that
has to be in next Tuesday"
Lawmakers have been rushing
to get the legislation through the
House and Senate and signed by
Gov Steve Beshear this week so
that the state can meet a Jan 19
deadline.
Winters is chairman of the
Senate Education Committee
He said before the vote that the
proposal would face revisions
before going to an open vote on
the floor of the Senate. If
approved for up to $200 million
in federal education funds. the
Comm(mwealth would receive
the funds oser a four-year penod.
However yesterday's vote
won't he the end of the senate's

•polics%ornAlri Mal

IMGrids to

non funds
sign the measure into law
"We accelerated that more
This bill had the support ot
than would have been desirable. every single school district in
hut it•11 come back again." he our state, arid I thank the
said
General Assembly for passing
According to sonrse estimates. the bill." Besheu said.'The leg•
Winters said the state could 'stature's prompt work and
receive between S60 million and bipartisan suppon shows that
S200 million if the application is when we cooperate. Kentiaks
approved.
moves ahead "
think they were talking
The legislatam had been icor
about from lo60 to S200 million ardized by thc charter schools
potentially based on our scores amendment, according to the
and the number of points out of report. Kentucky•s two most
500. Forty of those points powerful
teacher
groups
depend upon us having identifi- opposed the amendment. AS did
cation of a charter school many of tlte state's school superinvolved whether we implement intendents.
it or not," Winters said.
A divided Senate Education
According to an Associated Committee couldn•t agree on
Press report this morning. law- the amendment, effectively
makers axed a charter schools killing it. The full Senate voted
proposal from the fast-tracked to pass ttse legislation. minus the
legislation
The
move amendment and sent it hack to
Wednesday reportedly paves the the House with minor modificaway to pass the first bill of the tions.
2010 legislative session. Gov.
The House ha* approved the
Steve Beshear said through a changes.

Deadlines for
Further P'Pool action delayed
TOM BERIRY
PPool was striving south
student financial ay
Staff Writer
on U.S. 641 about threc miles
Further action concerning a from Murray in a GMC truck
aid at Murray
murder charge filed against a just after midnight.
Houston
Clarksville,
Tenn.,
man was
driving north in a tractorState Friday
involved in a DUI craah that

Ton Crier

THANK YOU!
To our customers for helping
make 2009 our best year ever.

1

killed another Tennessee man in
Murray last year has been
delayed.
James P'Pool is charged with
murder. aggravated DUI and
attempting to leave the scene of
an accident. He appeared in
Calloway
Circuit
Court
Monday
represented
by
Hopkinsville attorney Ben
Fletcher. A status heanng was
postponed until March 22.
P'Pool was charged in connection to an October 2009 crash
that killed Donny G. Houston.
52, of Camden, Tenn. on U.S.
641 South of Murray.
According to Kentucky State

From Front
resource management, said that
one reason they have seen a lag
in fundraising is that former
employees of large companies
had pledged money through
payroll deductions but have
since been laid off or have otherwise left their jobs. He said it
was important that people who
have pledged money honor
those pledges and for those who
afford it to try to make up the
difference for the people who no

II Property •
From Front
tration will re-evaluate rental
property agreements and renegotiate state contracts for goods
and services.
"As a result of this initiative,
we will be left with a stronger.
leaner. more muscular, more
sustainable, reinvented government. so that when the economy
does turn around we will have
even more money for prionties
like education. health care, public safety and economic opportunity."
Beshear said at least two of
the state's 15 airplanes could be
put on thc auction block. He had
no estimate on how many of the
state's more than 4,000 vehicles
might be sold.
Already, the Beshear administration has been selling surplus
property to generate money for
thc general fund. He said the
state sold a parking garage in
Covington in December. gener-
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edly sideswiped and PPoofs
vehicle traveled south coming
to a rest in the southbound lane
of the highway. Houston's vehicle went off the right side of the
highway. struck a tree and came
to a rest in a field. Houston's
tractor exploded and caught
fire.
PPool was initially arrested at
the scene for allegedly driving
under the influence andlodged
in Calloway County Jail.
Houston was wearing a scuba;
?Pool was not. according to
police.

III United Way ••.

We appreciate your business
and lookforward to serving you
in the new year.
Sincerely,
Marvin Enix & Staff
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From Front

she and the rest of the team were ment needs. professional develimpressed with the amount of opment and program implemenexternal review. Before the team emphasis placed in the district tation.
arnved. CCSD staff spent mary on a shared vision and mission.
The first recommendation
hours preparing material that
"We truly applaud the district mainly dealt with ensuring that
supports the district's activities for deciding to tum them into all schools work together
on the
and initiatives that meet the mottos. They made sure to have listed topics. Jennings
said
goals.
that shared understanding in while all schools did a good job,
On Monday, Tuesday and everyone's head. When wc they worked in "pockets"
and it
Wednesday.
the
()ART talked to students they could not would benefit the district greatreviewed documents and arti- only recite the Vision and mis- ly In twirl,' everyoting ten:rote*.
facts prepared by the distnct, sion but could explain them," 'The latter three recommendaBy Sham McClain
held interviews. visited the dif- Jennings said.
tions involved going through
MSU Public Relations
ferent schools. observed classes
She added that for the other planning documents and adding
MURRAY. Ky. -- Financial
and met for professional delib- topics. the team found that specific goals. timelines and
aid opportunities for prispecerations. Jennings said that members of thc community felt deadlines.
tive and current students at
interviews conducted included comfortable talking with hoard
'To really pursue it from a disMurray
State
University
22 administrators, 86 teachers. members and teachers and that trict perspective will provide
27 support staff, 55 parents. the district has kept up well with additional resources and support include filing for grants, student
business owners and community facility improvements and the that are consistent," Jennings employee positions and loans.
and m:holarships.
members. 56 students and four budget.
said.
hoard members.
The niost immediate deadline
The teatii had four recommenJennings closed her report by
'The oral report was split into dations for improvement that saying that the distnct has an
is fig students who wish to be
two sections, commendations were given in the oral report: exceptional teaching force and considered for scholarships.
and recommendations. Jennings Develop district level practices that by gaining a distnct-level The deadline for scholarship
listed four commendations that and procedures for data analy- perspective and adding addi- application is Fnday, Jan. 15.
stood out above and beyond to sis, professional development tional collaboration it will help Scholarship
applications and
the QART and "truly rose to the planning, curriculum develop- expand excellence and quality
required documents must he
top."'They were: Systemic artic- ment and instructional practices; significantly.
tweived by the office of finanulation of a shared vision and redefine district improvement
From here, the QART will cial aidlscholarship
in Ordway
mission; community pride. planning for nieasurable out- submit their written report with
Hall
on
campus
hy
Fnday,
Jan.
communication system% and comes. clearly defined strate- more details to the hoard within
15. Current students can comstakeholder partnerships; stew- gies. specific data analysis and 30 days. The drama must subplete the application by logging
ardship. finances and resources: monitoring processes; refine mit a pmgress report in two
into their myGate accounts and
and specialized programs to curriculum support documents, years that details action they
meet student needs.
establish clearly defined expec- have taken to address the rec- selecting the Money. tab.
Most of the commentary on tations for student learning: and ommendations. In five years, Incoming freshman. new transcommendations was focused on clarify district technology plan another visit from the team will fers or new graduate students
the first topic. and Jennings said for specific timelines and equip- occur
can complete the application
Steve Hoskins. CCSD super- online
at
masa.
intendent, thanked the team for
www.murraystate.edu/scholartheir visit and remarks and said
ships/apply.htm. A list of
the whole process has been ben- required documents can be
eficial for the district.
accessed online at www.murNOTICE
"We have grown tremendous- raystate.edu/schola
rships/docs.
• The Murray City Council will meet at 6:30 p.m Thursday
ly professionally just in getting
htm.
at City Hall. They will vote on a municipal order to re-appoint ready (for the accreditation
Monday, March 15, is the
Steven Reed to the Board of Zoning Adjustments to fill the
process)," he said. "We've
unexpired term of Kevin Perry, which will expire April 9. 2013.
enjoyed the prx:ess ... this is a Priority Filing Date for the Free
Another municipal order will be to appoint Councilman Butch
Application for Federal Student
mark of distinction we are glad
Seargent to the Electric Plant Board for a one-year term to
Aid (FAFSA). For maximum
for
the
district
to
have."
expire Dec. 31, 2010.
Hoskins said later in an inter- state/federal grant considera• The Murray Public Works Committee will meet at 5:30 p.m.
view that it was a good opportu- tion FAFSAs can be completed
Thursday to discuss and review the bids for the Canterbury
nity for the district to refresh online at www.lafsa.ed.gov/.
Drive drainage improvement (culvert replacement), which is
and rededicate. He said he was
All students completing the
budgeted for $50,000 The Finance(Personnel Committee will
glad to hear the recotnmendameet at 5.45 p.m. to discuss a glass pulverizer recycling projFAFSA will need a PIN nunidct. The Health Insurance Committee will then meet at 6 p.m. tions, especially coming from
ber. For dependent students.
• The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Trustees an outside source, and that he
one parent will also need a PIN
will hold a special called meeting Thursday. January 14, at 3 will be getting review teams
number. Students who have
p.m. in the board room at MCCH.
together to address the recomnever filed the FAFSA and a
Included on the agenda is a construction update and an
mendations.
parent can request a PIN numexecutive session to discuss possible litigation
"This wasn't something we
ber
online
at
had to do. we asked for it to be
• To report a Town Crier itern call 753-1916
http://www.pin.ed.gov.
done. It took a year to get ready
For more information. call
for and we've learned a lot,"
Hoskins said. "This is a mark of (270) 809-2546 (financial aid)
Reed the Classified Ads Daily
distinction I am glad for the dis- or (270) 809-3225 (scholarships)
tnct to have "
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longer can.
Dail said the current amount
raised is believed to be between
$ I 55.0(X)
and
$1 57,(XX),
although that is a rough estimate
because United Way hasn't yet
received reports from some of
as largest donors. He said they
are on track to do much better in
fundraising so far and he said
the campaign was currently 11
percent over this time last year,
which included pledges that
couldn't he fulfilled.

ating $1.5 million.
Beshear also said Wednesday
that he and key members of his
administration this year will
continue taking the 10 percent
salary reductions that thcy took
in 2009.
"This announcement reflects
our desire to let the people of
this commonwealth and our
employees throughout state
government know that we're all
in this together," Beshear said.
"Together. we
make sacnfices, and together. we will survive."
Lt. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo
and all the governor's cabinet
secretaries will take the salary
cut.
"Families all across this state
are suffering," Mongiario said
"They're losing their homes.
They're losing their jobs.
They're losing their health
insurance. These are tough.
tough economic times. unlike
anything we've seen In OUI- life
time."
Beshear has told lawmakers
that he opposes broad-based tax
increases to generate more revenue. saying he fears that could
drive the state further into recession. He said Wednesday he still
is open to thc possibility of
expanded gambling as a means
to geaerate $200 million to
$3(X) million a year in new revenuc.
However. &shear said he still
hasn't deeided whether he will
make gambling part of his legislative agenda in the current
session of the legislature. The
issue has been divisive among
Kentucky lawmakers. Such a
pmposal failed last year in the
state legislature
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Justice Dept. moving to fight financial crime
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Mrs. Louise Wallace
The funeral for Mrs. Louise Wallace will be Fnclay at I p.m. in
the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home. Pans. Tenn. William
Edwin Racy will officiate. Pallbearers will be Glen Chaney, Many
Harper. Blaine Lasher. Charlie Robertson, Rusty Turner. Daniel
Harper. Griffin Wood and John VAIICC. Bunal will follow in the
Hdkrest Mernonal Park. Pans
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Fnetay.
Mrs. Wallace. 88. Pans, Tenn.. died Tuesday January 12, 2010 at
Hickory Woods Retirement Center. Murray A homemaker. she was
member of Blood RIVC1 Church of Chnst. She was married Jan. 2,
1960, to Connie Maxine (Max) Wallace who died DCC. 24. 2001.
Born Dec. 19, 1921. in Puryear, Tenn.. she was the daughter of thc
late Robert Gilbert Sanders and Mary Jane Gladys Jackson Sanders
Survivors include one sister. Dorothy Ctuiney and husband.
Eugene. Murray; sister-in-14w Antionette ()wens, Paris. Tenn..
seven nieces. Rita Cardenas, Rebecca Vance. Anita Harper. LIU
Lasher, Gail Robertson, Jan Phillips and Tracy Turner; two
nephews, Glen Chaney and DIVA Owens.

Many O. LsCompb
Nancy O. LeCompte, 83, Murray, died Wednesday. Jan. 13, 2010,
at 7:35 p.m, at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Imes-Miller Funeral HOMC is in charge of arrangenients Online
condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.corn.

WIASHINGTON ( AP) --Attorney General Erit Holder
un Thursday will tell a panel
investigating the financial crisis
that the Jusuce Department is
using "every tool at Its disposal"
to fight the financial crunes that
contnbuted to the meltdown and
could CAUSC another
According
prepared
to
remarks. Holder will say the
fight agiunst economic crime is
part of a broader strategy to
"foster confidence in our finialcial system. integnty in our markets and prosperity for the
Amencan people"
Holder will highlight the
work of a new, interagency
Financial Fraud Enforcement
Task Force created by President
Barack Obama to coordinate
efforts between the Justice
Depiutment and other agencies.
The task force will focus on

mongAge And secunties fraud.
theft of federal stimulus money
and financial exploitation of
mmonty cornmutuues. Holder
has said He has stud it will help
reshyre confidence in the financud markets
The Financial Cnsis Inquiry
Commission. a 10-member
bipartisan panel. will also hear
from FDIC Chairman Sheila
Bair and
Secunttes and
Exchange
Commission
Chairman Mary Schapiro, as
well as state regulators
Illinois Attorney General
Lisa Madigan. an aggressive
prosecutor of mortgage fraud,
will say. that the pre-cnsis mongage system profited everyone
except homeowners
She will say state attorneys
general already were pursuing
mortgage fraud before the crisis.
and will continue to do so,

a-Lording to prepared remarks
lead
sLessise risk-taking.
The financial crisis panel
The hearings come amid
began its yearlong inquiry arrud growing calls in Washington to
public fury over bailouts. hold banks and financial execubankers• pay and financial fraud tives accountable for their bad
- notably Bernard Madoff's bets rather than merely compenPonzi scheme. a fraud estimated sating them for good ones.
at as much as $50 billion.
House Financial Services
At
the
first
heanng Committee Chairman Barney
Wednesday, top Wall Street Frank. D-Mass.. said he will
bankers apologized for nsky hold a hearing next week on
behavior that led to the worst bank compensation. looking to
financial cnsis since the Great expand legislation that has
Depression
But they still passed the House. And Sen. Bill .
declared it seemed appropriate Nelson. D-Fla., wrote to °barna
at the urne
on Wednesday to suggest legisTbe bankers - whose firrns 'anon that would use banks' tax
collectively received more than breaks as incentives for pay
$100 billion in taxpayer aid to based on pertiamance.
weather the cnsis - offered no
On Thursday, Obama is
regrets for executive pay that's expected to announce a new fee
now likely to increase as a result on the country's biggest fin'
of their survival_ They did say cial firms to allow taxpayers
they are correcting some com- recover up to $120 billion f
pensation practices that could bailouts.

Congress moves ahead Study: One in four teen females involved in violence
on health care overhaul
W,ASH1NGTON (AP) Searching for unity, President
Barack Obama and senior
Democratic lawmakers emerged
from marathon health care talks
late Wednesday with a declaration that they had made tough
gains -- but no deal just yet.
"We
made
significant
progress in bndging the gaps,"
Obanta said in a joint, wntten
statenient with House Speaker
Nancy Pe!cei and Ser.ate
Majority Leader Harry Reid.
It was a reference to the significiint differences in the versions of the House and Senate
bills, legislation designed to
expand coverage to millions and
rein in long-term health care
costs.
Pushed by Obama, senior
Democratic lawmakers plunged
into talks at the White House in
hurry-up bid for an overdue
agreement. The unusually long
meeting- it began at midmorning anti was still going at sunset
--- underscored the urgency they
and Obama feit about completing legislation on which they
have suilted so much.
The White House said the
leaders covered all aspects of the
legislation but it released no
details about where the progress
had been achieved or when the
laborious process would end.
"Prospects of reaching agreement between the Senate and the
House are better than they were
24 hours ago.
We're getting close," House
Majonty Leader Steny Hoyer,
D-Md., said after the daylong

talks finally ended.
The negotiation sessions
were expected to roil onward in
the days ahead.
The House and Sertate have
passed different versions of the
measure, which Obama wants to
expand health coverage to millions who lack it, end insurance
company practices such as
denying coverage on the basis of
pre-existing medical conditions
3low the ratc qt. growth of
medical costs overall.
Hoyer and others said the
day's talks ranged widely over
numerous areas of disagreement
between the House and Senate.
A key point was Obama's
demand for a tax on high-cost
insurance plans, a proposal
designed to slow the inexorable
rise in health care costs.
House Democrats oppose the
idea. So. too, does organized
labor, and some union leaders
were also at the White House
dunng the day. although it was
not clear whether they met with
lawmakers.
The president's personal
commitment in time was
extraordinary.
Officials said he ducked in
arid out of the meeting with top
Senate and House Democrats in
the Cabinet Room throughout
the day while also juggling his
role in leading the U.S. response
to Tuesday's devastating earthquake in Haiti Lawmakers shed
their
cell
phones
and
Blackberries, standard proc.edure for a meeting in the room
they occupied.

Lawmaker moves
to legalize marijuana
••

WASH1NCiTON (AP) -Tennessee Rep. Steve Cohen
acknowledged feeling a little
lonely as he addressed a crowd
of self-described pot smokers
just off Capitol Hill.
After all, shanng a stage with
Cheech and Chong and calling
for loosening drug laws isn't
usually in the campaign playbook of a sitting congressman.
Cohen, a two-terrn Democrat
from Memphis, didn't seem to
care Wednesday night as he
headlined the pro-legalization
Marijuana Policy Project's 15th
annual gala, where the famed
stoner comedy duo of Cheech
Marin and Tommy Chong won a
lifetime "trailblazer" award for
helping push manjuana use into
the mainstream.
"Most of my colleagues didn't want to be here and aren•t
here. Maybe that says something
about my political judgment,"
Cohen joked to a few hundred
people at the $250-per-plate dinner, where sponsors displayed
pot "vaporizers" and hemp
clothing.
A longtime advocate for
legalizing medical manjuana for
peopk with chronic illnesses,
Cohen also argues that the government is wasting billions of
dollars and wrecking people's
lives by cracking down on petty
drug offenses.
He said his own campaign
polls have shown nearly 3-1
support for medical manjuana.
"And that's in Memphis.
Tenn.," hc said. "This is an issue
that's important. It's a freedom
issue. It's an intelligence issue.
I'm proud to be here."
Cohen threw in some marketing advice for the crowd. which
former
heard
from
also
Republican Gov. Gary Johnson
of New Mexico and actor Larry

Hagman.
"If you renamed manjuana
something like Jack Daniel's or
Jim Beam. it'd be a lot more
popular," Cohen said."You need
to get a good name for it."
His suggestions were wellreceived a- Cohen got nearly as
loud an ovation as Cheech and
Chong.
Thirteen states have legalized
medic.al marijuana, anti New'
Jersey is poised to become the
14th after the state's legislature
passed a bill this week.
'The Marijuana Policy Project
is the chief lobbying artn of the
legalization movement.

WASHINGTON (AP) About one in four female kens
is involved in some sort of violent behavior at school or at
work. according to a government report.
A survey of more than 33,0(X)
girls and women aged 12 to 17
found that 26.7 percent had been
involved in a senous fight at
school or work, a group-againstgroup fight or had attacked
someone with the intent to harm
the person in the previous year,
the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Se:a:ices .Administratior.
reported Thursday.
"In the public mind, acts of

teenage violence are most commonly associated with boys,"
the report observed. but "it is
clear that the problem is pervasive among girls as well."
Males do have a higher rate
of violence, the report added,
with 33.6 percent engaged in
one of the types of acts in the
year before the study.
Still,
SAMHSA
Administrator Pamela S Hyde
called the report alarming. "We
need to do a better job reaching
girls at nsk and teaching them
hcsa
mac:ye problems •aath
out resorting to violence." she
said.

The new survey was done
between 2006 and 2008 and the
results are similar to those in a
SAMHSA study from 20022004.
The new analysis found that
18.6 percent of females aged 12
to 17 were involved in a senous
fight at school or work, 14.1
took part in a group-againstgroup fight and 5.7 percent
attacked others with the intent to
do senous harm. Some engaged
in more than one type of violent
behavior. Rates of violent
b--haviar a.arre higher for who
engaged in binge drinking or
used marijuana. Also. rates were

New jobless claims rise more than expected
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
number of newly laid-off workers requesting unemployment
benefits rose more than expected last week EL! jobs remain
scarce amid a sluggish economic recovery
The Labor Department said
Thursday' new claims for unemployment insurance rose by
11.00() to a seasonally adjusted
444,000. Wall Street economists
polled by Thomson Reuters
expected an increase of only
3.000.
The rise was partly a result of
large seasonal layoffs in the
retail. manufacturing and construction industnes, a Labor
Department analyst said. The
second week of January usually
sees the largest increase in
claims, unadjusted for seasonal
trends. during the year, the analyst said.
Still. the increase didn't disrupt the longer-term downward
trend in claims. The four-week
average dropped to 440,750, its
19th straight drop and lowest
level since August 2008.
Initial claims are considered
gauge of the pace of layoffs
arid an indication of companies'
willingness to hire new workers
Claims have dropped steadily
since last fall, as companies cut
fewer jobs, raising hopes that
hinng may increase soon. Initial
claims have dropped by nearly
90,000, or 17 percent. since late
October. Two weeks ago, new
claims dropped to their lowest
level since July 2008.

Despite the recent drop, the
economy is not yet consistently
generating net increases in jobs.
The Labor Department said last
week that employers cut 85,000
jobs in December, after adding
only 4.000 in November.
November's increase was the
first in nearly two years. The
unemployment
rate
was
unchanged at 10 percent.
Many economists say the
four week average of claims will
need to fall to below 425,000 to
signal that the economy is close
to generating net job gains.
Meanwhile, the number of
people continuing to claim benefits dropped sharpiy to 4.6 million from 4.8 million the previous week. The continuing
claims data lags initial claims by
a week.
But the so-called continuing
claims do not include millions
of people who have used up the
regular 26 weeks of benefits
customanly provided by states.
and are receiving extended benefits for up to 73 additional
weeks. paid for by the federal
govemment.
More than 5.3 million people
were receiving extended benefits in the week ended Dec. 26,
the latest data available. Tbat's a
drop of about 135,000 from the
previous week.
The increasing number of
people claiming extended unemployment insurance indicates
that even as layoffs are declining, hiring hasn't picked up.
That leaves people out of work
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for longer and longer periods of
time.
Some employers are continuing to cut jobs. The struggling
Internet company AOL Inc. said
Monday it will lay off up to
1,200 employees.
Among the states, New York
reported the largest increase in
claims, with 22,810, which it
attributed to higher layoffs in the
construction, service and trans-

Sincerely,
Lon 8 Scott
1 Corinthians 12:9-10
And He said to me. "My grace is sufficient for you, for My
strength is made perfect in weakness" Therefore rnost gladly I
will rather boast in my infirrntties that the power of Christ may
rest upon me, Therefore I take pieasure in infirmittes, in
reproaches, in needs, in persecutions, in distresses for #
Christ's sake. For when I am weak, then I am strong.
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portation industries. North
Carolina, Georgia, Wisconsin
and Alabama reported the nextlargest increases. The state data•
lags initial claims by a week.
Illinois had the largest drop,
with 6,928, which it attributed to
fewer layoffs in the construction'
and manufacturing industries.
Florida. Kansas, Maryland and
California had the next largest
decreases.

First off, our family would like to give
all praise and glory to Jesus Chnst our
Savior. He has been and always will be
our Rock. Secondly. we want to thank
you, our dear family members and
fnerids who journeyed with us dunng
"The Race of Faith"(Hebrews 12:1-3).
Words realty cannot express the love
we have for you all. Your support of
prayers, phone calls, mits. cards and
gifts have been overwhelming. Jamte loved you all so much
and he was amazed at your continuous encouragement.
It was my blessing to have Jamie as a husband and best
friend and I had the honor to care for him dunng this journey.
To quote Jamie, would do it all over again." Those of you
who knew him knew what an amazirtg husband. dad. son.
brother uncle and fnend he was He served his Lcrd wholeheartedly ar,d he finished the race weil
Again, on behalf of cur family. I say. "Thank your Our prayer
is that God will bless you in amazing ways
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higher among families with low
income and for adolescents who
were not attending school. For those in school, violence wat
more common among those,
with poorer grades.
Violence rates were highest
for blacks, 38.0 percent, and,
lowest for Asians. 17.3 percent.
Among other groups, mixed
race, 30.2 percent; Hispanic,
29.0 percent; American Indian
or Alaska native, 26.8 percent;
and white, 23.7 percent.
The data was collected as
part of SANIFISA'S National
Survey on Drug Use and Health.
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Assembly facing
serious challenges
Legislative sessions are much
like snowflakes. They appear
the same from a distance, but
look closely. and you' II see
each has a pattern all it. own.
Right now, the 2010 Regular Session that began in Frankfort Tuesday looks to the CdSLI41 observer like most legislative sessions held in even-numbered years. It will last 60 legislative days. Its 1114111 puqvose
is to pass a state budget before
a new two-yeat budget cycle
begins in July. And legislative
procedure will he the same,
. too.
What's different this session
is the challenge lawmakers face
to pass a balanced budget in
spite of a state budget short, fall of nearly SI .5 billion in
• the General Fund and areas
like Medicaid for fiscal years
. 201 I and 201 2. The shontall
is one of many the Commonwealth has faced since 2007,
and the second consecutive
shontall of nearly SI billion
or more in the past year. It
comes on the heels of a SI00million shortfall for the remainder of this fiscal year that thc
governor has plugged with 3percent spending cuts. fund
transfers, and around $25 million of the S2504300 million
in federal stimulus dollars available to the state next fiscal
year.
Each round of shortfall-andcuts has been painful, requiring sacnfices front most state
agencies. Very few areas—
including base public school
funding known as SEEK, Medicaid, higher education, certain
public safety and mental health
services—have escaped cuts.
Public schools will have their
non-SEEK funds cut by 3 percent this fiscal year under the
latest reduction, but the cuts will
be offset by 2009 legislation
that ensures excess SEEK funds
will be returned to school districts.
We're pleased that our school
districts will get some relief
under the new SEEK offset.
But we are ever mindful that
s- most state programs have not
:been so lucky. Many., many
:Agencies have lost more than
7one-fifth of their revenue since
7.budget reductions became a
r,yearly or twice-yearly. ritual
!recently.
Now, as lawmakers strug:41e to find out how we can
?top the state's financial bleed:lig and avoid more drastic
-Juture cuts, perennial session
-issues like tax reform and
.
.ixparicied gambling at race-,iracks have been resurrected
!gs mostly long-term proposals
oto stitch our budget wounds.
Among the tax reform proiposals that lawmakers inay consider di SOMC pOilli are provi:stuns that would modernize the
:state tax system by reducing
:the tax burden on lower- and
:middle-income taxpayers and
:shifting that burden to higher
:brackets. Proposals to create
itri income-tax credit for the
'suite's working poor, eliminate
".atitte income taxes and remove
„certain sales. tax exemptions

„,m,„

have been
floated for
weeks if
not years,
although
there is no
bipartisan
agreement
on what, if
any.
tax
changes
should be
made. In
fact, the

WM-1

g overnor By Rep. Melvin
and
key
Henley
legislators
D-Murray
have ruled
out broad-,
based tax increases this recession year.
Expanded gaming, like tax
reform, is not a new issuc
Supponers of expanded gaming—which would essentially
allow casino-style gambling via
video slot machines at racetracks in Kentucky—say it
could potentially bring more
that $400 million a year into
the State Treasury. But those
who have filed bills to make
that a reality in Kentucky propose two very different avenues
for getting slot machines to
the tracks.
Some lawmakers say they
support allowing video slot
machines at Kentucky racetracks upon simple enactment
of legislation passe-d by the General Assembly. Nu constitutional amendment approved by a
majority of the state's voters
or subsequent local-option elections would be required under
that proposal. Rut legislation
requiring such voter approval
has been introduced in the Senate, which has been histoncally unfriendly to expanded gaming.
Work on all these proposals, from the budget to gaming, will begin in legislative
committees in coming day:, old
weeks. Some committees began
holding hearings this week.
including the House Judiciary
Committee, which reviewed and
passed House Speaker Greg
Stumbo's House Bill I , Known
aS Amanda's Bill in memory
of domestic violence victim
Amanda Ross who was murdered in Lexington last fall,
HB I would allow Kentucky
courts to use GPS monitonng
in some domestic violence cases
and for pretnal reiease. HB I
now goes to the full House
for its consideration.
All in all, it is difficult to
predict what will happen this
session. Much needs to be done
in the areas of education, workforce development, public safety, public health----the list goes
on and on. But the revenue
shortfall will likely prevent
many less-pressing needs from
being met. The best we can
do this budget session lb work
together to provide the best
quality and quantity of services we can for the common
good.
If we resolve to do that.
our state will be better off over
the next two years than we
might have thought posrible.
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Are state tax breaks for business paying off?
Lexington

(Ky.)

Herald-

"a
ltd
.
's rpossible that every single UV( break ever enacted by
the Kentucky General Assembly is paying for itself by
encouraging economic activity
that wouldn't otherwise occur.
Possible, hut not likely,
And here's the rub: No one
knows. And no one even
attempts to know in any systematic or transparent way.
Tax breaks almost equal tax
revenue in Kentucky. The state
gives away 41100•1 •• MUCh Alf
lie".iiiMOSi any increaie
CW
°IhieC
in taxes is subjected to lively
debate and close scrutiny, hundreda of tax exemptions have
been quietly. slipped into the
law, and there they stay forever without any scrutiny or
analysis of their effectiveness.
A leaky bucket is the analogy used by Kentucky Chamber of Commerce President
Dave Adkisson on the opposite page to descnbe the unitusuunable vending on prisons and
health care that's draining the
state budget.
The swarm of tits breaks
eniu:ted over thr decades is more
like termitei. quietly eating
away at the foundation of Kentucky's tax structure until, holy
cow, you wake up one day
and the whole thing's riddled
with holes and crumbling.
°r
As. w
nielYstv
aid,
"
mi.any. or even
most ot the exemptions might

IN OTHER WORDS

Driver distraction caused
more than 530/0 crashes in
Kentucky last year,
The following are editorials fmnt newspapers acmss in more than 13010resulting
injuries
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concern- and 199 deaths. At least *even
of those fatalities were related
ing issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
to cell phone use.
A nuinher of studies have
be justified because of the jobs lied by good economic policy,
and economic activity they pro- there's no reason to keep them shown that texting is much nski
er than other distractions, such
duce or preaerve or to keep secret.
Mt listening to book* on tape,
Kentucky competitive with
other states.
The Daily News, Bowling because it occupies the drivIldhdh and rye?,
But no one knows. The leg- Green
While people Are driving,
'stature should tind out.
People each year are senTax breaks, new and old, twisty injured or killed on Ken- they need to stay fix:used on
should be subject every bien- tucky roads because of drivers the road and testing while drivrequire* you to
nium to the same scrutiny as who take their eyes off the ing
take your eyes off the road,
expenditures in the state hudg- road while text messaging.
et. Other states do better. OreThese injuries and death* which could cause injury to
gon, for example, details not arc avoidable and inexcusable the tester% as well as others.
We believe there should be
only the exemptions and the rev- and now the time has come
enue .ost
I
but also the recipi- for the state legislature to plitilt 411 exception added to the law,
ent% and the intended purpose, a law banning text messaging should it pass.
It shouldn't be deemed illesc) that lawmakers and the pub- while driving on Kentucky's
gal if someone 16 stopped at
lic can tell whether the state roads.
is getting what it wanted.
This winter, several hills a traffic light and testing
The Kentucky legislature have been pre-filed to prohib- because they are not moving
authonted a study in 2(X/5 of it testing while driving on the or CilUb114 d risk to other driv
whether the cost of tax breaks grounds that anyone reading and ers.
It is fair to say that law.
lb justified but the study was writing clearly has stopped
never done
looking at the road. Some fines enforcement officials might
Kentucky's /litho of lidding could range frorn $101) to SW) have it hard tune proving if a
new exemptions without ever for subsequent atonic*. Finch person lb text messaging and
fair to say that some peoexamining their effectiveness up to $6110 could also he applied
ple likely will challenge then
lb the exact wrong way to plan if witting caused a emit.
a state budget.
Gov. Steve &shear issued citations if an officer can't I(X)
Anti the Revenue Cabinet's an executive order last month percent prove that they were
retuaal to identity the bereft- harming all state employees in testing.
However, people who test
cianes of tax breaks even when state vehicle!: from texting while
message while driving are obvithe exentptions are written very dnving.
narrowly to apply to only a
Beshear acted responsibly ously guilty of reckless drivfew taxpayers should be hy issuing this order and we ing and they have no place on
reversed by the legislature.
are hopeful that the General our roads because of the risk
they pose.
If the exemptions are luso- Assembly will follow suit.

Obama: `Screw up could have been disastrous'
WASHING I ON (AP)
As
the White House ponrays the
dramatic
scene, President
Barack Obatna summoned his
national security team to the
Situation Rootn for it lecture
about accountability atter the
failed terrorist attack on
Detroit-bound airliner.
icrew-up that
"This wai
could have been disastrous,"
the commander in chief said,
The White House took the
uncommon step of releasing that
this-will-not.siand quote from
a room where the secrecy Ubtlally is fiercely protected.
°barna went on to say,
according to the distributed
account: "We dodged a bullet.
but just barely. .. While there
will be it tendency tor fingerpointing, I will not tolerate it."
Tough language, but where
It teat!'"
Words are not enough. What
people want is action.
Five tones now since a man
linked to al-Qaida allegedly
tried to blow. up the Northwest Airlines flight on Chnstmas Day. Obatna has updated
the nation. His message lb one
ot
prexident determined for
people to see he lb in charge,
demanding results and willing

A I) NEWS ANALYSIS
By BEN FELLER
it) call ma his own government's
flaws.
All this comes after some
grumbles ahout a slow
reipomie on the part of Obatna,
who WIla in Hawaii (Ill bk1{.4tion and first spoke about the
incident three days after it happened
As the days pass, Obitina's
window for unilateral actton
narrow*. At least three Senate
cmtimittees plhactioeheiiin
a in
cgr s
the security
month.
Beyond concentrating aliennon on homeland security, the
botched terrorist attack has
political implications for the
White HOUIOC.
Republicans
traditionally
have sought to claim the tough est stand on national security
come election tune and could
see an opening to expose this
incident as a vulnerability.
So Mama lb promising the
nation he'll do exactly what
he xayi thr intelligence world
did not: connect the dots.
'The deeper Obania gets into

thc wreth, ot what happened,
the blunter his words become.
Ilis mission is to fix an exposed
national security system quickly. And for a president who
protniaes
it also
is to show that he really mean..
it.
Will somebody get fired over
this security lapse? Perhaps not,
But in political IC111111
can't
hun Obama for voters to believe
he's willing to roll heads if
necehowy.
The president's review is
centered on finding and tillIng
the gaps in the nation's intelligence and terrorist detection
systems.
III the course of that, "he'll
he able to determine whether
or not somebody has to lose
their job," stud one official
close to °barna who spoke
anonymously because of the
sensitivity of the matter
(Later), °barna outlined
more missed signs about alQaida's plans and about the
accused attacker, Umar Farouk
Abdulmutallab.

The 23-year-old Nigerian
never moved from a dittahaar
of suspected terrorists to "nofly" list because the intelligence was not fully analyzed
by those trained it) du iota that
-The information Wah there,"
Mama said,
lir painted a picture in which
people tailed to do their jobs,
allowing a potentially disastrous situation
"I will not tolerate it," he
said again.
The White House this week
la expected it) make public a
prelinonary
report
from
Oharna's
countenerilirliall
adviser, John Brennan, about
what happened.
Mama also is promising 10
announce more step: in the coming days it) disrupt terrorist
attacks, including improving the
way people lifr liCreCrled di all'
110fib.
Thili.% on top 01 short-term
security Inman-ex the prexident
has taken since Dec:. 25,
But the prohlem systemic,
and presumably, so must be
the action.
"We have to do better.
and we will do Nowt," Ohania
said emphatically'.
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MAG offers new youth classes

MSU band featured on WKMS show
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Got 'relent." and "America's
Most Talented Kids," talent
Contest have become die hottest
thing in America hir hudding
young performers like Carrie
Underwood and nor so-young
Kevin Skinner and Susan Boyle
Some ot these performer%
have become "instant" stars.
The Kentucky ()pry "You Can
Be a Star" contest runs every
Saturday night with rehearsals
on Thursday nights now through
April 3. If you would like more
info on heing contestant, call
(270) 527-1)469 or go to
www.oprytalentsearch.i..init

Arts in the Region
• Gallery 109 & Fairbanks
Studio will continue an exhibit
featuring Joy Thomas, Scott
Thile and VVayne Bates of
Murray through Jaft 31 2010
• Bordertown will perform at
the Sig Appie Cafe Thursday
Tony Logue will play a special
show Tuesday and The Effects
will play next Thursday, Jan 21
Music starts at 9 p rrt Thera is a
cover charge and weekend
shows are limited to ages 21 and
older

Jan 22 For tickets cail (270)
450-4444 or visit www theca,soncenter org
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague at
753-1918 or
hteigue dmurrayledger com

• Paduachs Carson Caner
presents "An Evening with
Foreigner" at 7 30 p m Friday,
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Photo provided
Shown here is a painting by Dale Leys, "View from Ponte A. Vespucci of Ponte alla Carraia, Fiume Arno,
Firenze," June 27, 2006, 10:55 a.m., watercolor on paper.

Paintings by Murray State professor
Leys featured in new Illinois exhibit
Special to the Ledger
to welcome Katrina Ming% with
"Disco(' Italia,- 411 exhibit her oil painting eshihition,
by Dale Leys, will open "Hear," opening .1411. 16 in the
Saturday, Jan. 16 in the Beal Regenhardi Gallery Carrie
Grand Corridor Gallery at Schott, director ol Shoitic Art
Cetlarhursi Center for the Ans in Center, desenhes the work of
Mount Vernon, Ill. Ley's, MI self-taught artist Ki101114 MINI%
art at 411 "relieshing! very unique m
11111141 411d professor
Murray State University, has that she is very expressive in her
had the opportunity to travel it) 4n." The cyklithit will bc open
Italy several times over the past through Feb. 14.
seven years. "Disegno
An opening reception for
(drawing
411 C‘h111111011 "Mr.. kieli Illustrations" is schedla drawings he created both in uled for
p.m Saturday. The
studio and on site from his 20116 opening reception for "Dale
and 2009 travel experiences in Leyk: Diwitgo Italia.' and
Italian cities such 111i Florenue, "Katrina Ntings! Hear" will he
Venice, Rome, Ostia and
held at 6.111 p.m. Saturday 41
Lox' exhibition will be open Cedarhuist. For intim informathrough Fah. 14.
tion on the exhibits, and mem•'Mrs. 13's 111111.041101116.- 411 hership
visit
exhibition of work by artist Andi
Butler, will open in the Beck
Family Center Gallery at
(Wanton.' on Saturday. Butler,
ol the Chicago urea, has worked
professionally as freelance and
staff artist tor the past 11 years
illustrating books, inagiumes,
apparel, games and toys. Her
client% include Fisher-Price,
International
Playthings,
Highlights tor Children and
McGraw
Hill. Mrs. B's
Illustrations, featuring whittler
cal/retro illustrations by Butler,
is cosponsored by Holiday
Travel/
Merle
Norman
Cosmetics and will he open
through April 4.
Shuttle An Center is excited

www cedirrhurscorg.
Located at 264X) Richview Rd,
in Mt. Vernon, 111,, Cedarhurst is
open l'uesday through Saturday
from 10 4.M. to 3 p.nt. and
Sunday from 1 to 1 p.m.
Admission is free. For more

intormation, Lall 16114) 242123tt An activity ol the John R
and Eleanor R
Mitchell
Foundation '1'111% program is
partially supported by a grant
from the Illinois Art. cuutml.
%tate agency
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• Draftenville s Kentucky Opry
presents the "You Can Be a
Star- talent gearch at 7 30 p m
each Saturday through April 3
For tickets call (270) 527-3869
or 1-888-459-8704

• Aaron Williams end The
H00000 will play at 8 p m
Tuesday at Nick's Family Sports
Pub Shows are limited to ages
18 and up For more information
about
the
band
visit
www rnyspare com/saronwilliamsandthehoorloo
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• Murray State 1.1111V111(bIN'S
Cinema International series
patients "500 Day' of Summer:
starring Joseph Gordon-Levitt
and Zooey Deschanel. al 7 30
p m Thursday, Friday and
Seturday in the Corns Center
Theater

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"Bad Lieutenant Port of Call
New Orleans," starring Nicholas
Cage and Eva Mendes and
directed by Werner Herzog
Friday through Sunday The
2001 film "Bridget J011011 Diary"
will play al p m Tuesday as
part of the Chick HICK fundraiser
8800b FOI details and Gnaw
times visit WWW maidenalleyonerne org

e•Mail: hellasuegmurrayirdger
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Auditorium concert featuring
saxophonist and jai/ clinician
Jamey Arhersold and his
Quartet. This concert from
March 2009 was the culminating event tor last year's Murray
State hill FehlIV 41 and the program includes "I Could Write a
Book." "Darn That Dream."
"Call Me," "Groovin' High," "I
Can't Get
Started" and
"Broadway."
"Friday Night Live" show
cases pertortnances recorded
live from a host of musical genres and venues. The program
include% season performances
from the Paducah Symphony
Orchestra, 4b Well 4b select performances 11'0111 the MUblc
Dep1111111C111 Of Murray State,
performances from MSU's campus, and other local and national
venues

Opry holds 21st talent search
Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky Opry's 2Ist
annual "Yuu Can Be
SW"
Talent Search comes of age.
Clay Campbell started the talent
seart.h after the first year of
owning the Kentucky ()pry In
MN to "Help pay the hills in
the winter"
"It has grown into All ongoing
search tor talent and has become
west Kentucky's own 'Amencan
Idol,'" Barbie Campbell says.
The contest has drawn capacity crowds over the years, but
with the Tv shows like
"ArfirriLait Idol," "Attirrit.a's
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Special to the Ledger
thy
„
the Murray An OU1111 81 500 espression
North Fourth Street is now
• Event: MAG Jr.
Youth
offering the following Youth studio ages anti up
Studios and After School
Instructor
Debi
Hems
Studios beginning the week ot Danielson
Feb 2
Date and 'Time: Tuesdays,
• Event: Messy Fndity - Pre- beginning heti. 2, 12 weeks,4 to
school with adult
5.30 p.m.
Instructor: Biub Kilby
Fee: S165 (Three monthly of
Date and 'Nile: Fridays $55 or 10 percent discount
beginning Feb. 5, 12 weeks, 9- paid in full at registration =
10 a.m.
$148.50)
Fec S 105 (Three monthly of
Info: Students will work pri
$35 or 10 percent discount
marly in painting and drawing
paid in full at registration a exploring different mediums
S94.50)
and techniques. Danielson use%
Kilby will take students art history 4 starting point. so
through a senes of 2 and 3 students will be introduced it)
dimensional an projects using different 4bIleCfb oi an apprecia
age appropriate materials and tion.
techniques to explore 4n mak753-4()59 for infornia mg and the creative process. non and registration, or hy eStudents will work on both mail, Guild office hours are
group and individual pieces Tuesday through Friday from In
a.m to 3 p.m.

Special to the Leavitt'
WKMS-FM, Murray States
listener-supported public radio
service and NPR member station, announces a special alljazz program this week on
"Fnday Night Live," hosted by
Mark Welch. Fnday's program
begins at 7 p.m. and features
two iviurray Sidle iViUb1C
Department concerts from 2(X)9.
The first hour features the
MSU Jac' Band and .11111
Orchestra performing popular
Gershwin tunes. The concert,
recorded this past November in
historic Lovett Auditorium,
includes favorites such 1011.4dy
he Croix'," "Embraceable You,'
"Fascinating Rhythm," highlights from "Porgy & Bess," and
"Rhapsody in Blur," featuring
piano soloist Kala Dunn.
The second hour of "Friday
Night Live" includes a Lovett
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COMMUNITY
County GOP meeting
Area to
New Beginnings Support Group wffialloway
C feature CoL Harding on Friday
host White hears Morgans and Jackson
Lightning
Festival
TAZEWELL, Tenn. — White
Lightning Festival is coming to
Cumberland Gap June 26.
Known for its historic significance and natural beauty, it will
lac the site of this festival that
aelebrates the history and heritage of conununities along the
new Discover Tennessee White
Lightning Trail.
From the Civil War to modem
day Amenca, The unique festival will tell the story of those
regged, self-reliant people that
inade this area the topic of
inovies and gave birth to one of
America•s fastest growing
sports - stock car racing.
White Lightning Trail,
which begins in Knoxville,
Tenn., travels through eight
other counties. These conunu;Mies %here a nch hentage and
that will be on display in the
form of demonstrations, food,
antique cars and a variety of
ransic.
For additional information
contact Tourism Director Gene
Bowen at 865-585-7386 or 800or
visit
332-8164
www.WhiteLightningFestivalc
om.

Museum
planning
exhibit

Photo provided
Pictured right are Caleb Batts and Sarah Morgan with K9
Gabriel. dog of Detective Tye Jackson.

The Weather West Kentucky
History Museum, located on the
campus ot Murray State
Univenaty, is currently putting
together a pemtanent exhibit of
Boy Scout memorabilia. This
exhibit will open in February
2010 arid celebrates the 100year history of Scouting as well
as the nch regional and local
history. The museum officials
are asking the community to
donate or loan Scouting memorabilia for this special exhibit.
Persons may contact Kate
Reeves. director of the museum,
at 270-809-4771 or Bryan
Warner at 270-978-7291.
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Baby
Registry
Beth &Jaen Alluvia
:awe &Jon
Shoe Barris 6 Keen Odom
eisobeth &Jacob lryw
Aaren Cate &Joshua Laney
ativey &Jura Derrell
or4Sty Derrick Deers
Arnett & Meal Earl@
Eau &Jame Dora
Sammie & Card Englah
Ernily & Arnie (airier
Sara LS•eve Narper
Drily 31 Morn
Arm & Jay Paul *eke
Jaime & Steven Lu
Drone & Vince Lowry
waste & Aaron Lyles
Piero: & Darren taco
Kum & Derek McCallum
Lon & Steve Parker
Dye+, & John Deed Dora
Maly Rams & Brace Parte
tiffany Pacers & ;ate fader
Taylor Seery & Kenn Thomas
Brittany Worley & Bobby Brewer
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pe0-negative blood needed
Low holiday donor turnout
and harsh v.inter weather
throughout much of the country
is severely impacting the supply
of Tape 0-negative blood.
Nationwide, there is currently
less than a day and a half supply
of 0-negative blood and it's
expected to drop to even lower
levels in the corning days and
weeks.
.4Ithough every blood type is
important. people with type 0negative blood are particularly
in demand because they are the
'universal donor• This means
people of all blood types can
safely receive type 0-negative
blood, so it is used dunng life-

threatening emergencies or
when the matching blood type is
in short supply.
If you have Type 0-negative
blood. please consider donating
blood at a Red Cross blood drive
or donor center near you.
Locally, you may give blood
on the following dates:
Monday, Jan. 18, from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church located at 1620 W. Main
St. in Murray.
Wednesday, Jan. 27. from I
p.m. to 6 p.m. at Murray Middle
School located at 801 Main St.
in Murray.
How to Donate Bkxxi:
Log on to www.redcross-

1
NEW REJAI
Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood, New Orleans Style
Favorites, & Still the same Keg Favorlteel
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters, PO' Boya,
Blackened Fish, Steaks & Chicken
Perrodelecl Game Room & Nenv Private Room with Big
Screen HD TV and Surround Sound!
Call For RearvatIon•
Great fur Game Oily Parties. Birthdays, Lunch Meetinge,
Annivereariees. or juet a night out with frienAt.

•
•

MUM

•

Monday:

1/2 Appetizers during Monday Night Football
S.39 Peel & Eat Shnmp 5.69 Oysters on the half shell
S.39 Peel & Eat Shnmp $.69 Oysters on the half shell
Johnny %II: & Kyle Acoustic Show 8:30 till elose

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Tuesday:

,•

•

•

14ednesdays: Gnlled or Blackened 12 oz. Ribeye, Baked Potato &
Salad S12.99
Boiled Crawfish S4.99 per pound
Karaoke at 8:30 till dose

•

Thursday:
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•
•
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Beginnings
Support
Group held
at es recent
meeting at
Westside
Baptist
Church
Sarah
Mark Morgan
Morgan
and her dad, Mark Morgan,
entenamed with "Stained Gla.ss
Masquerade" and "Praise You in
This Storm" from Casting
Crowns.
The speaker for the evening
was Detective Tye Jackson fmni
Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force
with his dog. K9.
Adult IA Sunday School
Class of Westside provided the
meal.
The next meeting will be
Saturday at 6:30 p.m.. at
Westside Baptist Church, room
12, The speaker will be Cindy
Dunn.
The meeting will begin with a
potluck meal. Justin and Nicole
.,e
Burcham will he in rharp
childcare.
"These educational and inspirational meetings are open to the
public and are designed to help
reonent the fomierly incarcerated back into a successful and
fulfilling way of life based on
their faith in Christ," said Linda
Wnght. co-leader.
For a ride or more infonnation
you may call Ron or Linda
Wright at 270-753400.

Saturdo:

All You ('an Eat: Crab Lep, Craefish, Shnmp &
Mussels • mix and match or have ail four $24,99
Catfish, Fmg Legs. and other great seafood specials
Piano Man Ten). Humphrey at 8:00 ull Clefit
Seatood Speaials all day
Live hand starting at 9:(X) p.m. till close
Tony Louge

(;reat

Calloway County GOP will present a
Quarterly Issues event Friday front 5 to 8
p.m. at the Stables Student Lounge inskle the
bottom floor ot Murray State I niversity
Carrie Center. Guest speaker will be retired
Air Force Colonel James Harding who will
headline "Conservatise issues Today."
Alst, featured will be Uve musk and a
George Washington impressionisL The event,
labeled as an open forum, Is free and open to
the public with (Inger foodb and drinks,
io's
accortiLng to Bill Cowan who organized the
Datebook event
for the GOP of Calloway County. For
By Jo Surkeen
information call 293-5275.
Comnmnity
Edeor

Alpha Department will meet

Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday at 9 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. The earlier meeting time is to allow judging of student contest entries,
Hostesses wilt be Claire Resig, Lois Pharris and Sandy Morgan.

filN1 Clinic Saturday
An HiNI Clinic will be Saturday from 11 a.m. tu 3 p.m. at
Murray Walmat, 809 North 12th St., Murray.

'Rock Out' event Saturday
"Rock Out in Memory of David Le Axel Rowlette" will be
Saturday from 7 to 9 p.m. at The Church of the Nazarene, Hwy. 218
Bypass, Paris, Tenn. Tickets art $8 in advance or at the docse

JPHS meeting Saturday
Jac.kson Purchase Historical Society will meet Saturday at 11
a.m. at the Sedalia Restaurant, comer of Hwys. 339 and 97, Sedalia.
Speaker will be Teresa Ray who will give a slide presentation atxxit
her "raising" at the Paradise Friendly Home, lecated in South
Giteves County and run by Thelma and Lesite Murdock trom 1938
to 1976.

Glendale Place sending cell phones
Glendale Place Assisted Living Community is ready to send off
die first round of cell phone donations to recelular Currently die
place has 29 phones ready to ship out. If you got a new cell phone
recently, then recycle your old or unused cell phone with the prograin that recycles the old cell phones to purchase calling cards for
soldiers oserseas. If you would like to donate yout old unused cell
phone, dmp it off at Glendale Place, 906 Glendale Rd., Murray.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library,. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6640.

Learn to Sew classes plaimed

Leern to Sew Cleeees, sponsored by Calloway County Family &
blood.org for more information Consumer Sciences Extension, will-be today (Thursday) from 3:30
or to schedule a blood donation to 5 p.m and Saturday from 9 to 12 a.m. at the American Legion
appointment. All biood types are building, 310 Bea Creek Dr.. Murray. Participants will receive inforneeded to ensure the Red Cross . tnation on how to start their final projects. Brenda Freeman frum the
how- to measure for
maintains an adequate blood Murray Sewing Center will be present to teach
A lesson on "Laundry Care" will also be presize.
pattern
correct
a
supply. A blood donor card or
sented. Those participants who were sewing at home during the fall
driver's license or two other
semester are encouraged to attend one of these meetings. There will
forms of identification are be no sewing. For more infomiation call the Calloway County
req u i red at check-i n. Donors Extension Office at 753-1452.
must be in general good health,
weigh at least 110 pounds and
Community Warming Center open
be at least 17 years old (16 with
The Community Warming Center, hosted at St. Jolui's Episcopal
completed Parental Consent Church, 1620 West Main St., Murray, will be open every night from
Form). New height and weight 6 p.m. to 8 a.m. this vvinter. Dinner and breakfast will be provided.
restrictions apply to donors All are welcome to come and get in out of the cold. No pre-registrayounger than 19. Visit redcross- tion is required. This center is sponsored by Community Concerns
arid Needs. For more information call 227-9109.
blood.org to learn more.
'The American Red Cross shelSS representative here again Jan. 28
ters, feeds and provides emoA Social Secunty representative is scheduled to be at the
tional support to victims of disCounty Public Library on Thuesday frorn 10:30 a.m. to
Calloway
asters; supplies nearly half of
12:30 p.m. Tne representative will assist in filing claims. For more
the nation's blood; teaches lifeinformation call toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office
saving skills; provides interna- at 1-270-247-8095.
tional humanitarian aid: and
supports military members and
VFW meedng Thursday
their families, 'The Red Cross is
Veterans of Foreign Wars Chapter will meet tonight (Thursday)
a charitable organization — not at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Army building. A special election
a government agency — and will be held. Ail members are urged to attend. For information call
depends on volunteers and the James Daniel at 753-0049.
generosity of the American public to perform its mission. For
Discussion on Thursday
St. Mark's Anglican Church will begin a discussion on "Mere
more information, please visit
www.redcross.org or join our Christianity" by C.S. Lewis and led by Dr. Kenneth Tucker tonight
hlog at http://blogsedcross.org. (Thursday) from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library. The public is invited.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Visitor Guides now available
& Gifts
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725 311:
1-800472-8852

Murray's
Kentucky
Certified
Nursery
Professionals
Open:
Tues.-Fri. 9-4
Sat. 9-3

The 2010 Murray Visitor Guide and event calendar is now available at the Murray Convention anti Visitors Bureau, 201 South 4th
St., Mumiy. or by calling 759-2199. Any business that would like to
display the guides. call the.CVB The brochure includes information
for visitors and locals, including accommodations, dining, culture,
recreation and an event listing for all of 2010.

Photography clas.les__ scheduled
Digital Photography 101.i-hisses will be taught by Terry Little at
the Calloway County Extension Office at 310 S. Fourth St.. Murray,
on Friday, Jan. 22, from 9:30 to 11 a.m. and 6:30 to 8 p.m Digital
Photography 102 will be Friday, Jan. 29, at the same times. It is not
necessary to have taken 101 before taking 102. The classes are free
and open to the public. Persons may call the Extension office at 753I 452 to register for the classes.

Bank plans special trips
The Bank of Cadiz & Trust Company Travel Club ha.s planned
trips to Holland Michigan "%lip Festival. May 4-7, 2010 and to New
York City, June 14-18, 2010. If you would like to sign up for the
trips, a deposit iselue by Feb. for Holland Michigan and Feb. 10
for New York City. For more infotmation about the trips, stop by the
Murray office at 630 North 12th St., Murray, or contact Jennifer
Eidson a 759-4852.
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Contest Rules
Each business will draw one winner on February 9, 2010. Winners will be notified and their
names will appear in the Mart ay Ledger & Times on February 11, 2010. There is no
purchase necessary and prizes may be picked up at the business. Employees of the
participating businesses and the Murray Ledger & Times are ineligible.
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Haiti quake: Survivors struggle while awaiting aid
President Preval says death
toll could be in the thousands
By MIKE MELIA
Associated Press Writer
PORT- All-PR I NCI:,
Haiti
(API -- Turning pickup trucks
11.:o ambulances and doors into
stretchers. Haitians were frantically struggling to save those
injured in this week's earthquake as desiwrately needed aid
from around the world began
arnving Thursday.
Planes carrying teams from
China, France and Spain flew
into the Pon-au-Prince airport
with searchers and tons of ftxxi,
medicine and other supplies —
with far more promised soon
from around the globe.
Search and rescue squads from
Iceland and Fairfax County.
Virginia. had arrived the day
before and some groups — from
Cuba's government and Doctors
Without Borders — used staff
already in the country to offer
aid immediately after the magnitude-7 quake struck on Tuesday.
The U.S. and other nations
said they were sending food,
water. medical supplies to assist
the Western Hemisphere's poorest nation, where the international Red Cross estimated 3
million people — a third of the
population — may need emergency relief.
In the streets of the capital,
survivors set up camps amid
piles of salvaged goods, including food being scavenged from
the rubble.
"This is much worse than a
hurricane."
said
Jimitre
Cognition, a doctor's assistant
working at a makeshift triage
center set up in a hotel parking
lot. "There's no water. There's
nothing. Thirsty people are
going to die."
If there were any organized
efforts to distribute food or
water. they were not visible
Wednesday.
The aid group Doctors
Without Borders treated wouoded at two hospitals that withstood the quake and set up tent

clinics elsewhere to replace its
daniaged facilities. Cuba, which
already had hundreds of doctors
in Haiti, treated injured in field
hospitals.
President Barack Mama
promised an all-out rescue and
humanitarian effort including
the military and civilian emergency teams from across the
U.S. The aircraft carrier USS
Carl Vinson was expected to
anive off the coast Thursday
and thc Navy said the amphibious assault ship USS Bataan had
been ordered to sail as soon as
possible with a 2.000-member
Marine unit.
"We have to be there for them
in their hour of need." Obama
said.
A U.S. military assessment
team was the first to arrive, to
determine Haiti's needs.
French Foreign Minister
Bernard Kouchner said the
French three planes are to evacuate around 60 injured people to
hospitals in the Caribbean
islands of Martinique and
Guadeloupe. He told France
Inter nidio that two more relief
planes are on their way.
TLC'C was nu csininne
linw
many people were killed by
Tuesday's quake.
Haitian
President Rene Preval said the
toll could lye in the thousands.
Leading Sen. Youri Latortue
told The Associated Press the
number could be 500,000, but
conceded that nobody really
knew.
"Let's say that it's too early to
give a number." Preval said to
CNN.
Survivors used sledgehammers and their hare hands to try
to find victims in the rubble. hi
Petionville, next to the capital,
people dug through a collapsed
shopping center, tossing aside
mattresses and office supplies.
More than a dozen cars were
entombed. including a U.N.
truck.
Nearby. about 2(10 survivors.
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People search for survivors under the rubble of a collapse building the day after an earthquake hit Port-au-Prince.
Haiti,
Wednesday, Jan. 13. The 7.0-magnitude earthquake that hit Haiti on Tuesday flattened the president's palace, the cathedral.
hospitals. schools. the main prison and whole neighborhoods.(AP Photo/Ricardo Arduengoi
including many children. huddled in a theater parking lot
using sheets to rig makeshift
tents and shield themselves
from the sun in 90-degree heat.
Police officers carried the
injured in their pickup trucks.
Wisnel Occilus. a 24-year-old
student. was wedged between
two other survivors in a truck
bed headed to a police station.
Hc was in an English class when
the magnitude-7 quake struck at
4:53 p.m and the building collapsed.
"The professor is dead. Sonie
of the students are dead, too,"

said Occilus, who suspected he
had several broken bones.
"Everything hurts."
Other
survivors
carried
injured to hospitals in wheelbarrows and on stretchers fashioned from doors.
Bodies lay everywhere in
Port-au-Prince: tiny children
next to schools, women in rubble-strewn streets with stunned
expressions frozen on their
faces, men hidder. beneath plastic tarps and cotton sheets.
Balancing suitcases and
belongings on their heads, people streamed on foot into the

Haitian country side, where
wooden and cinderblock shacks
showed little sign of damage
Ambulances aril U.N. trucks
raced in the opposite direction,
toward Pon-au-Prince.
Calls from victims seeking
help from emergency services
weren't getting through because
systems that connect different
phone networks were not working, said officials from a
telecommunications provider in
Haiti.
Calls were being jilaced scititetimes 15 to 20 times from the
same phone. which was "painful

to watch," said Jyott MahuricarThombre. Alcatel-Lucent's general manager of wireless voice.
About 3,0181 police and international peacekeepers cleared
debris, directed traffic and
maintained security in the capital. But law enforcement was
stretched thin even before the.
quake and would be ill equipped to deal with major.:
unrest. The U.N.'s 9.(XXl-memtier peacekeeping force sent
patmlm across the capital's
Streets While securing the airport, port and main huildings.
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Congratulations!

KOPPERUD REALTY
2009 Multi-Million Dollar Producers

Gak Cornelison
Rocard asif
Realtors
Realtor
of the
Year
2009!

Congratulations
?Cathy Wcyyerud, on being
voted 2009
MUrray/Catroway County
Eavorite RealEstate /Agent!

nturraykyrealestate.cont

Tammy Cothran, Gale Cornelison, Kathy Kopperud,
Karol Kemp Utley, Krista Thompson, Angelia Fry,
Brenda Rowland & Barbara Rickman

Kopperud Realty voted
Favorite Real Estate Agency
8 Years In A Row!
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in 2010!
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Every year Tennessee lawmakers pass a resolution
honoring the University of
Tennessee s
football
coach
Not this year
Republican House Speaker
Kent Williams asked members of the chamber
Wednesday to hold a voice
vote on whether to congratJiate Lane Kiffin for his single
7-6 season. The
response was unanimous:
'Not.

..6114 igAiting OrtIllipitealthq.61eitt
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Lakers starting p ant guard in
-dale!
basketball.
After a lifetime in the sport — ttis
signed him up with die Calloway County
league when ite was in third grade — Lilly walked
awe; from the garlic the summer before his junior
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6DISAPPOINTED'

BY KIFFIN'S
QUICK
DEPARTURE

askethati garner were always lanai>
tile Lilly'.
2h attended es
Owed, no matter
how insignificant le
been.
Hts dad was one of datt few people Austin wanted ,,to
tough night on the cassia."He waa just a fun guy to be around atearibe
game," the 5-foot-9 guard recalls. Ile would
!lever y e!! at me or tell me how had dad. flie
always supportive."
The day Eli was diagnosed with cancer
aping of 2008, basketball quickly took a back
so the whirlwind thet had abruptly become
;Austin. the youngest of rwo boys and the
still living at home in Moo.
As his dad's oendition worsened, he
real tot the game.
Hi was iet to be the backup point guard in his
junior seasori, hut in July, Austin handed over his
jersey and wondered if he'd ever play basketball
for Calloway County aga
'There was just SD an
on in my life
that I didn't want to have
lintaitc me,"
he remembers
But after nearly four snoriths off the court,
Austin finally caved under atesstut te return.
-• —

of that ait ,sure came from
coaates or teammates, however.
Nearly everyone supported
Austin in his leave from basketball. with the exception of one

Kopperud,
gelid Fry,
an

A.D.

that man was his fattier.
"Ile kelt( telling me over and
over agatn to play," Austin
recalls. "I didn't want to. It waa a
tough moment for me But whatever Dad wanted was
what I was going to do."
Eli Lilly even enlisted Auatin's tearoinata to help get
his son back on the court
One day when Shawn Thompson, then a sophomore.
and Chris DobNns.Calloway's nsing senior point guard.
were at the Iitlys' house playing video games, Eli pulled

*Km RUMEN

toiwer DittAtitt t t
•-•
Austin Lilly thhies p.m, .1
,Chrlstiutt
deldefidet tit"a_Dac.A.2 gauze_
Jefftey Gymnasttun. LIth,
quit b.r.luittittit for tout
month% prior to his ninlor
$0Ason, bin returned under
.

prettaut° bum his Whet.
who died of tuillith Omni'in
July

IL Illy

ha, ignition a

Infest-V.1Mo s Canoway
nine strIleit.'earn" 1 fisinti
points in anon PI his last
three outings.
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astaic.

''You've got to get him back," was his plea,
had So rushftet a physical before he could
'The neat day at school, the day before the beginning situ up, but he win back vflOi die teaM •MUIS the first
of fall practice, Thompson stayed on Austin likaga tack *practice.
defender in a tight man-to-man defense
Pate wese many tiny s a hen It v.
to focus on
"He and anis kept telling me, 'Dude, you have to
asketbalL but he never reig
come back:- says Austin. "I was like. 'Man. theee'a just
-there are several (tiff
young guys handle
so much going on in my family life, I &mit
of things and Aug& I way was that he didn't
can.' Eventually I was like, `OK, just for you
easch." says head coach Bruce Lone. "But I
berkelbsiil really Wind
k gen him time to
Until then, Thompson had been a voice ot encourage- escape kir a while end be with the guye."
ment for Lilly's decision to leave.
Eli Lilly got to see niuch of Austin's junior Year,
"1 was one of the ones that basically suggested he which included a district tide for Calloway County,
needed to get focused svith his life." said the junior before hie passed awe> in July
shooting guard and Austin's panne! 111 Crillle in the
"(Coming hack) has paid big dividends for me."
Laker backcourt,"Me and Dobbins. we just tried to help
11 See LILLY, 28
He't a big part ot our team and we wanted him

l

TITANS FOOTBALL

Simply The Best
JOHNSON
VOTED AP's
TOP OFFENSIVE
PLAYER
II WRY WILMER
AP Football Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -- That
blur speeding away from opposing defenses and running off
with The Associated Press 2009
NFL Offensive Player of the
Year award is Chns Johnson.
Considered the fastest man in
pro football. Johnson was

uncatchable in setting a league son." said Johnson, who scored
mark for yards from scrimmage 16 touchdowns (14 rushing).
(2.509) and becoming the sixth second to Minnesota's Adrian
player with a 2,000-yard rushing Peterson, and tied the NFL mark
season.
with six consecutive games
He is the first NFL player to rushing for at least 125 yards.
finish with at least 2,000 yatds
Johnson, who has mit a 4.2
rushing and 500 receiving (503). 40 and believes he•11 remain the
That earned the second-year NFL's fastest player unless a
pro 38 1/2 votes Wednesday team signs Usain Bolt, has bigfrom a nationwide panel of 50 ger dreams, too: breaking Enc
sports writers and bmadcasters Dickerson's single-season rushwho cover the NFL. Johnson ing reconl of 2.105 yards, and
easily beat New Orleans quar- winning the league MVP award.
terback Drew Brees. who
"I didn't even get one vote at
received nine votes.
all (for MVP)." Johnson said.
"I kind of realize what I did "Like the season I had, it
and 1 feel like 1 had a dream sea•See JOHNSON,28

JOHN RUSSELL 'AP

File

With a 2.000-yard rushing season and the most yards
from scrimmage in NFL histora, Chris Johnson ran away
with The Associated Press 2009 NFL Offensive Player of
the Year award Wednesday.

AP Sports Writer
KNOXVILLE.Tenn.(AP) —
Tennessee athletic director Mike
Hamilton describes Lane Kiffin's
tenure coaching the Volunteers in
just one word: 'Brief.*
Harnilton spoke at a news
conference Wednesday discussing his second
coaching
search in less
than two years
after
Kiffin
announced
Tuesday night
his abrupt resignation to take the
Hentlffon
same job at Southeiii Califomia.
Kiffin. hired 14 months ago,
coached one season at Tennessee.
Asked if he felt betrayed.
Hamilton said he gave Kiffin a
chance to be a head coach but
that he was "more disappointed
for the kids and fans."
Kiffin arrived at Tennessee
after being fired as head coach of
the NFL's Oakland Raiders by
owner AI Davis.
The athletic director said
Kiffin told him Saturday that if
the Southem Califomia job came
open he would be interested.
Hiunilton said the search to
replace Kiffin started Tuesday
arid is "full blast" under way.
Tennessee has a recruit weekend
scheduled for this weekend. and
interim coach Kippy Brown said
they will hold the event with
prospects reporting Friday.
Brown called himself a candidate for the job. and he said he
expects a coach to be hired by
Friday. 'The athletic director
would only commit to having a
coach hired by Sunday.
"Hopefully it's going to get
done before recruiting's live
again," Hamilton said.
Hamilton already has met
with the eight recruits who
enrolled early and told them to
"go to class.** He said that though
he didn't have an attendance
sheet with him, since the remits
were on campus at 12:01 a.m.
that means they are enrolled at
Tennessee.
The athletic director was
quizzed about how much Kiffin
strayed from Tennessee traditions and about the departing
coaches contacting Vol recruits,
trying to lure them to Southern
California.
"Nothing surprises me anymore." ahunilton said about the
calls to recruits.
Kiffin hired Brown in
December of 2008, and he said
he had heard through the coaching grapevine that Kiffin might
not be around long. But this is
Brown's third stint coaching at
Tennessee.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Wedneedaye College Basketball
Mayor Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
ArTly 67 Hoiy Cross 64
Bucknell 72 American U 68 OT
Dayton 74, Fordhem 58
Drexel 52 Towson 49
La Salle 65 George Washington 64
Lafayette 95 Coigate 82
New Hampshire 67 Albany N 59
Northeastern 59. Delaware 55
Petsburgh 87 Connecticut 57
Rhode Island 101, Saint Joseph s 74
Saint Louis 79 Duquesne 75 20T
St John s 52 Cincinnati 50
Syracuse 81 Rutgers 65
Temple 60 Penn 45
SOUTH
Appalachian St 89. Elon 65
Clemson 83. North Carolina 64
Davidson 86, Furman 81
Duke 79 Boston College 59
George Mason 52 Georgia SI 49
Marshall 81 UCF 75
Memphis 77 East Cardona 57
Mississippi BO. Georgia 76
Old Dominion 70, UNC Wilmington 52
Richmond 70, Massachusetts 63, CT
SE Louisiana 70, Northwestern St 64
South Carciina 67. LSU 58
Tulane 72. Aloe 58
Vandertell 65. Alabama 64
KYSER LOUGH

Ledger 8.9111RS

Austin Lilly lets loose on a three-pointer !ri tront of Murray's student section during the Lakers' win over their archriVals last Friday. Lilly had a career game, scoring 22 points in the win.
e
!Ill
r.orni-pl I I Y
1 Bag
, Now. halfway through his
qnior year, Austin is playing the
Ile,st basketball of his life.
He's working on overcoming
'another setback — lingering
hack problems that forced him
ip sit out several games in
Iliecember — but Calloway's
C:urrent three-game winning
'weak has curiously coincided
4ith increased production from
tile point guard spot.
.; Lilly has poured in at least 17
itoints in each of the past three
games, including 22 in a crucial
4istrict win over Murray Friday.
But most importantly for
Calloway, he's cut down his
Turnovers over his last three out-

He's focusing on taking care of
the basketball and that's what
we need him to do more than
anything."
Sinunons usually helps Lilly
get die ball up the court against
a pressing defense, but he had to
go it alone against one of the
region's top defenses at Murray
while Sinunons was sidelined
with a staph infection.
He responded with the most
complete game of his career.
"Brock kind of threw me a
turveball that day," Lilly jokes.
"I knew there was going to be a
lot of pressure on me to bring
the ball up and not turn it over.
The coaches just told me to be
calm and let the game come to

His back is still a day-to-day
"This year. he kind ofjust got
.thrown in there, bringing the ipue for Lilly. He never ,knows
+all up against some ot these emetly how it's going...is-feel
defenses," Lane says. tHIVAIr when he wakes up tech mornting more confident every day. ing.

If it flares up again, he may
be forced to miss time.
But for now, it seems the
Lakers and their point guard are
healthy for the stretch run.
Calloway played with all five
starters in Tuesday's win over
Lone Oak for the first time since
early December.
And despite stumbling out to
a 7-8 record, this bunch still
believes it's capable of great
things.
"I think with our full roster
100 percent healthy, we're one
of the better teams in the
region," Lilly says. "We have
deadly shots and experience. We
just need to stay healthy arid
focused."
But it's doubtful Calloway
would be where it is without
Lilly.
And Lilly inlet not be where
he is today without the support
of his coaches and teammates

Racers vs. jacksonvIlle State

January I 4th
Women's Game 5-.15 pm
Men's Garne 730 pm

Friday
Calloway County at
Community Christian
WP'ere
hein':6Jose
P mph Estes Gymnasium
(Paducah, Ky
Radio: WAAJ 89 7 FM
Records: CC 7-8 (2-1, 4th District>
CCA 1.11 (0-3 Oth District)
Last mailbag: Calloway Co del CCA
78-32 in Murray on De,

Lady Lakers at
7La
3odpy Warriors
When.
m
W
whe
acuciih
re: Joseph
. Ky) Estes Gymnasium
Radio: WAAJ,89 7 FM
Records: CC t3-7 (2-1 4th District I
CCA 10-4 (1-2, 4th District)
Last meeting: Calloway Co del CCA
64-59 in Murray on Dec 12

through the most nightmarish
year of his life.
But both parties would be
worse off if not for the persitence of one man.
Thank goodness for dad.

Virginia 82, Georgia Tech 75
Virginia Tech 81 Murk 86
West Virgrea (19. Soullh FlonCla 50
MIDWEST
AkrOP 67. Ohio 62
Cent Miaow 53, Ball St 38
Creighton 71. S. Woo 89
E Michigan 74. Toledo 59
Illinois St 70, Evansville 56
Kansas 84. Nebraska 72
Michpan
80, Minnesota 53
N lames 87, W Mictagan 77
Texas 90, owe St 83
Wichita St 84, Indiana St 73
Wisconsin 60. Northwester) 50
Xavier 86 Charlotte 74
SOUTHWEST
Houston 75 UTEP 65
Lamar 71 Texas-Arlington 68
Missoun 94 Texas Tech 89 CI
Stephen F Ausen 64 Cent Arkansas 49
Texas A8M-Corpus Chnsti 68. Texas St
59
Tutu 63, SMU 58
UTSA 64, Nicholls St 59
FAR WEST
BYLi 67, Air Force 49
New MOXICO 74, Utah 57
UNLV 76, San Dogo St 66
Utah St 79 Nevada 72 OT

MLB

Committee ready to study
expanded replay, postseason
playoffs, many said baseball
should expand video review.
which began in 2008 and is limited to whether potential home
runs are fair and whether balls
go over the fence.
Selig wouldn't predict where
the replay discussion might
lead.
"What I want tomorrow, I
want them to discuss everything," Selig said. "I really
want to hear from them. I've
encouraged this group to be
very blunt, talk about anything
they want."
The "special conunittee for
on-field matters" includes managers Tony La Russa, Jim
Leyland, Joe Torre and Mike
Scioscia.
Hall of Famer Frank
Following a series
bt
-i'vn- It'obiniOn, who is- blacif, is' the
calls by umpires during the only minority on the panel.
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Canseco: McGwire still lying

Jose Canseco says Mark
McGwire is still lying about his
use of steroids and his former
manager Tony La Russa isn't
telling the truth either.
McGwire admitted Monday
that he used steroids for a
decade, including when he hit
70 homers in 1998, but denied
Canseco's claims that he injected himself and McGwire with
steroids in bathroom stalls.
"I've defended Mark, l know
a lot of good things about him,"
C_anseco told ESPN 1000 radio
in Chicago on Tuesday. "I can't
believe he just called me a a liar.
Umm, there's something very
strange going on here.
"I even polygraphed that I
injected him. and I passed it
completely. So I want to challenge him on national TV to a
polygraph examination. I want
to see him call me a liar under a
polygraph examination."
In Canseco's 2005 book,
"Juiced: Wild Times, Rampant
'Roids, Smash Hits, and How
Baseball Got Big," Canseco
claimed he introduced McGwire
and other stars to steroids and
performance-enhancing drugs.
He wrote about injecting himself and McGwire in bathroom
stalls, and how the effects of the
drugs were the reason he hit 462
career home runs.
Canseco and
McGwire
helped lead the Athletics to a
World Series sweep in 1989.
"Jose is out there doing what
he's doing, but I'm not going to
stoop down to his level,"
McGwire told ESPN on
Tuesday. "None of that stuff
happened. He knows it. I know
it. I'm not going to stoop down
to that level."
La Russa was McGwire's
manage, for nearly all of his 16-
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By ANUNLW BAtitIAILI
AP Sports Writer
PARADISE VALLEY, Ariz.
(AP) — Expanded instant
replay is on the agenda for the
first meeting of Major League
Baseball's newly formed committee of managers and longtime executives on Thursday.
The I4-man committee also
will discuss expanding the first
round of the playoffs to best of
seven and ways to eliminate
lengthy breaks dunng the postseason.
As owners and general managers met at a mountainside
resort on Wednesday. commissioner Bud Selig said he will
raise the replay issue.
taid
ll pro
.bably bring that up."

MLB

FORMER MLB
PLAYER SAYS
TEAMMATE,COACH
KNOW MORE THAN
TELLING
Ety me Associated Press

ItEr114.),

year career in both Oakhuid and
St. Louis. He was also his
fiercest defender, especially
after The Associated Press
reported
McGwire
used
androstenedione during his
record-breaking season in '98.
Andro. as it was known, was
made a controlled substance
until 2004, when it also was
banned by baseball.
The manager said he didn't
know until Monday that
McGwire used steroids.
"That's a blatant lie,"
Canseco said. "There are some
things here that are so ridicu-

lous, and so disrespectful for the
public and the media to believe.
I just can't believe it. I'm in total
shock. These guys remind me of
politicians that go up and just lie
to the public and expect to get
elected."
McGwire, who retired in
2001, had been widely ridiculed
since he evaded questions
before a congressional committee five years ago, repeatedly
saying he wasn't there to
address his past. His confession
was sparked by the Cardinals'
decision in October to hire him
as hitting coach.
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•Johnson
From Page 1B
seemed like, 'What more do
they want me to do?' That just
felt like rookie of the year; it's a
quarterback thing I guess."
Atlanta QB Matt Ryan beat
out Johnson for 2008 Offensive
Rookie of the Year.
Of course. if Johnson keeps
posting phenomenal numbers,
all kinds of honors and records
should keep coming.
"That gives me something to
look forward to next year," he
said before focusing on
Dickerson's mark. "You go for
2,000 yards. I don't know what
you can really say that makes
you want to work harder or anything like that, so it's kind of a
good thing and a bad thing me
not getting the iecord."
Johnson's production was
even more impressive considering the Titans began the season
with six straight losses. He was
a key reason for Tennessee's
turnaround to 8-8.
Johnson became the first
player to run for three TDs of 85
yards or longer in a season;.no
NFL player had even done that
in a career. He'll start next season with a streak of 11 100-yard
rushing games: Barry Sanders
holds the record with 14 in
1997.
In
November. Johnson
rushed for 800 yards, the best
month of any running back in

NFL history. By then, it was a
one-man show in the Tennessee
backfield; as a rookie, Johnson
split duties with LenDale White,
and rushed for 1,228 yards and
nine TDs. This season, White
got only 64 carries a year after
running for 15 touchdowns in
2008.
"I took a backseat to greatness," White noted.
"I'm just happy to be a part
of it, to make history with him."
Titans quarterback Vince Young
added. "He's going to be a great
player. This is just his second
year, that's the crazy part."
No one has rushed for 2,000
yards twice in a career. Titans
coach Jeff Fisher says it would
be unwise to bet against Johnson
setting that precedent, too.
"I think he's one player that
has a chance to do it again. He's
young," Fisher said. "He's special. He has the potential to go
the distance and change games
and do those kinds of things."
League
MVP
Peyton
Manning of Indianapolis drew 1
1/2 votes, and San Diego QB
Philip Rivers got one.
Johnson is the first Titan to
win the honor, but the third player in
franchise
history.
Quarterback Warren Moon won
in 1990 as a Flouston Oiler, and
Earl Campbell took the award
from 1978-80 with the Oilers.
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IRISIEK OF W0155;
'The successful Consultant
be required to survey the area intended for sidewalk construction. mama ROW for deing.,
produce design drawings
for KYTC approval along with bidding documents
After receiving approval from the City of Murray and concurrence from the KYTC
for the recommended Improvements, the Consultant will be required to generate
a full set of Construction Documents for Rid purposes of said Improvements.
Constr...ction Admirustration and Inspection will be included in the Scope of this
Work. Consulting firm must be prequalified with the ICYTC to perform the above
mentioned scope of work
EZIMpriivi
Proposals must he submitted to the City Clerk's Office, City of Murray, 104 North
5th Street, Murray, KY 42071 Proposals must be received by 2:00 PM, February
5th, 2010 and marked on the outside,'CITY OF MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
MIDDLE SCHOOL SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOL ENGINEERLNG PROPOSAL."
Proposals will be evaluated and ranked on the basis of familiarity of projects of
this nature, experience and qualifications, pa.st performances. capacity of staff.
and project approach. The city. reserves the right to reject any and all proposals

Cant ofThanks

ASIns ads

Family of Greg Douglas will gratefully
remember your kind expressions of
encouragement and sympathy during his
hospitalization and our time of need
'Thank you for your prayers. words of
, encouragement, calls and viSits to the
hospital. We thank ail that visited in our
homes and at the funeral home. Thank you
for the flowers, food, cards and donations to
, the girl's education fund.

placed In OW
PoWfor are

posted on our
woballo tor trial

We also want to thank John Dale and AI
, Colley for their kind words, Todd Walker for
leading the beautiful song service and J.H.
, Churchill Funeral Home for their quiet, professional and diligent work in implementing
all our requests for Greg's memorial service.
We thank God for everyone that touched our
lives in a special way.
Midwle & girls, Chns'
Fred & Elizabeth .

I 1appy
Birthday

Happy 6
2 52nd
1,,
1 Birthday )
Douglas tr,;,.
Holt -)

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
[.. ALL. 753-1916
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now
Register
Winter/Spnng classes.
for
Classes available
Newborn- 5aged
years old. Register by
calling (270)753-3763
or (270)978-1960
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allfeef five Babies of 2009!
Share your precious new arrival by submitting
a photo of your baby born in 2009.

The Purchase Distnct Health Departrnent
is seeking qualified applicants for a Health
Environmentalist I at the McCracken County
Heatth Center. This a full-time, benefit posibon
with travel distnct rode Entry-level position vrtth
hourly rate of pay of $12.15 an hour

RAMC OF TO09

pi

BOY

GIRL

NAME OF
CHILD

Education and experience Bachelors degree
from a college or university with a minor or 24
semester hours in environmental health, biological or physical science or registration as a
Kentucky Environmental Specialist/Sanitanan
an KRS223. Must posse:.s and maintain a valid
driver's license. An individual upon employment
must become registered under the provisions of
KHS223 to remain a permanent employee per
Administrative Regulations 902 KAR 8:080.
Must participate in annual continuing education
classes.

Date of Birth

Weight:
Length:
Name of
Parents:

Applicahon may be secured at any arise
Purchase Distnct Health Center. Pre-employment screening required. Transcnpts MUST
accompany applications and must be received
by the enci of the business day February 2.
2010. EQUAL OPPOF1TUNITY EMPLOYER

• 'lb 9oz •19 I/2" long

Name

Chad Hughes & Natasha Rood:tar

Phone

Publication Date: 1 /22/10
Doman to whit photo sod
infonwatiou 1/18/10 at SPNI

(Artwork will be in color)

eldom4.

Send $10 payment, photo & forrn to:
Murray Ledger & Eines Babies of 2009
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

1HE Murray Ledger
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.
Although
persons
and companies mentioned
herein
are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible tor only one
Incorrect Insertion
Any error should be
reported immedIatlely so corrections can
be made

Roommate wanted
Large house all :Mews
included Cable, Internet, washer and dryer
$375 per
included
month. Deposit needed Call 270-752-0348.
Seeking professional
individual to rent room
& bath. Call 226-3545.
5275 per month utilibes
included. References
required.
050
Lost and Found

I

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved on* we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here id the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Bntthaven ot Benton is
currently accepting
appiications fur the following postons
State Registered
Nursing Assistants.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Apply in person at
Brethavee of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
BUSY medical office
needs
expenenced
LPN. MA. Four days
Send
week.
per
reeorne to: PO Box
1040-C, Murray, KY
42071.

Qualifications:
*Walk and stand during shift
*Sweep. mop, and scrub using cleaning

DO you love working
with kids
,
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray KY 42071
(270)753-5227
RELIEF person needed weekends to pickup and deliver mealsbreakfast, lunch & supper to elderty man
753-8801

WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,
AMPS & PEDALS.
(270)339-4092

Supplies

12 x 65 2BR 1-13aM
Nice home
Air and
underpinning included
S3500/0E30
270-994 ism

NOW LEASP4G
1 . 2 & 3bedroorn Alests
We FICCOpi SeLikei
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
WeLinesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunrty
TDD .1-800-648-6056

interview
Apply In person to Jim or Chad
M-F

between 8-11AM

or 2-5PM

Cuvlers of Murray
818 N 12th St
E0E

Fisnl

10 gun solid walnu
gun cabinet. 47" Zenith
TV. 753-8744.

1 OR 2br ants near
FA u rray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109

VCR movies for sale
cheap call 227-8721
after 6 p.m.

1BR. price reduced.
various locabons.
Coleman RE
753-9898

Trends N
Treasures

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTuRAL LABOR
02-20-10 TO 12-20-10 6J/0
Larry Tucker Fianna, Kirketty, KY KW/0393683
02-20-10 TO 12-20-10 10.110
Chester Farms, Trenton, KY KY003933650
02-15-10 TO 12-15-10 LUC
Watford' Nursery, Clarksville, TN D4,2354178
Fenn laborenNursery; Laborer Wage $7 25' $8 29 ",
3/4 contract hours guaranteed Ali tools and equip at
no charge Houeng provided for those beyond con,
muting at no cost. Transportation and subsistence
pay, after 50% of contract completed Transport cLarly
to worksths Apply for this rob at the nearest office of
state woricforce agency in thts state Using Job order
numbers atuve with a copy of this advemsement
Subteot to random drug tests at employer cost

1306 S. 12th St
Flea Market
Vendors Wanted
(270)761-6255

WHOLE Hog
Sausage, hot or mild.
$5.00 2-pound roll.
Also feeder pios. PH293-7243

Applause

LARGE
SELECTION!

2BR apt. partaity furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets,
$300/mo. 767-9037
2BR duplex, C/H/A,
various locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898

HOLM* Fa Rent

ink( Ana

*Lift and carry up to 50 pounds

DISCLAIMER
When accessing tlw
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webPage at
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to Joboetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear ori
this welysite
However. as a national
websitz, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Ptease call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

M

Moak 1401406 For

We're looking tor a porter wen an
appetite to clean at Culvers Or Murray

*Work independent), without supervision
*Full or part time hOurS are available
*Hours are 5AM-2RM 3-5 days a week
eBenefits and pay wil' be discussed at

noted.

ter said. "He's spethe potential to go

Top

Wanted: A Big Appetite tor Cleaning

happy to be a part
e history with him."

orecedent, too.
te's one player that
to do it again. He's

urt.

Sart SON

58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5-50 each

HEALTH ENVIRONMENTALIST I

proposals will be reviewed by the City of Murray aelection committee.
Questiorus concerning the Request for Qualifications iFtEQ)should be addressed to
City of Murray Project Coordinator, Dennis Thompson. at (2701762-0370
Proposals will be evaluated on the basis of written materials. Three copies of the
proposal and any supplemental information 16 requested to be provided. The City
of Murray is an equal opportunity employer and encourages responses from all
qualified firms.

backseat to great-

as rushed for 2,000
in a canter. Titans

Fri 11

lords/

S6.50 Column Inch, 601 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(,411 3 A.is Ma,t Run Within 6 Dizy Perwri
53-35 per a:Amami inch extra for Monday (Sho • •
Guide)
s. 1 •I ••

Help Warded

PROJECT FLYNDING•
The sources of funding for this project include. but are not limited to. FHWA Funds
adruoustered through the KYTC and local funda

15 touchdowns in

is just his second
he crazy part."
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lb Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 pattL

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The project includes the design of 7000 LF of 5' wide sidewalk, along with ail
required permitting The area is located on College Farm Road and 18th Street
l'he project must comply with the Krfr LP& Guide

baseball

Fors bosprosni
mow, Eodornsro
60.0s IrloOrrom
Flerr000s
10.1.1
Moles Morro Lols For lob
1601111, Homo. For Soft
131440s Mame For F1•01
Motes Amos Lols For now
lloosnose 11•4106
Forotrosora For Plow
%ono For Root

Of slop by our office

INTRODUCTION.
The GM'of MURRAY rrquests Statement, of Qualifications from consulting engineering firms for the Planning. Design, and Prepaisteitt of Construction
liocuments and all other enir.neenng related services for sidewalk construction in
Murray, KY
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VICTORIAN one bed!corn 5 miles from
Murray in Lynr Grove
area. Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D.
refrigerator,
stove.
Very
paid
All
Ltilities
quiet.
electric
including
5600/mo plus deposit
270-49'243211

4BR, CM/A, all emir
ances Coleman RE
753-9898

2BRABA in city, completely redecorated.
new heating es AC
units, krtchen stove.
fridge. W/D-hookup,
no pets. 5450. You
pay Lit:litres Can
adoWasher/Dryer
units-extra.
TEL.-27(3-767-1176.
3BR, 1BA detached
garage. C/H/A,
Ow, harrlwood floors.
iarge yard. No Pets
Lease 5600/mo security deposit. 753-1718.
3BR, 1BA, 1604Leyan
CM/A, no pets, 1.year
lease $550.00.
753-9636

2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport, no
pets. Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU, appkances
furnished.
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

213R, stove & refrigerator, dw, w/d hook-up.
C/H/A. 5550/mo, 1 yr.
lease, 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174.

2.34 Bedroom houses
ease & deposit
required. 753-4109
2BR bOck, appliances
furnished. No pets
753-0728. 994-3308

3BR, 1Bath, 1 car
garage, washer &
dryer. gas heat, located on Coldwater Rd
near university.
$720/mo. 753-2225

USED Ale.VANCES
wARD-EitiONS
MAYFIELD Real
Estate licensing class.
96-hour, 4-week.
Jan/Feb. 9:00-5:30
Mon. Tues. Wed
5960.00. Check, cash.
payrnent plan. credit.
debit cards welcome
(270)223-0789
deloiseadams0yahoo
corn
NOW Meng front desk,
flexible hours. all shifts
PT/FT. Apply at Super
8, Murray. 753-1150
PART time cook needed. Apply in person at
109 S. 13th St.
SBG
seelong Office
Manager for full time
position. Mon-Fri 84:30. Must be efficient
with good organizational ano computer
skills. Real estate is a
plus but not a requirement. Stop by 518 S
121h St to pick up an
appplication.

WILL sit with the elder
ly in their home. hospi
tal or nursing home
753-6646 or 210-4173

Need cash/ Like candles, Make money
selling candles, Call
Tern 0 270-331-8585
for info

L___
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

AN110UES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S l'21h
Murray

Check us
on the Yie°1:11

.‘; E too* i2,11 -t
(270) 753-1713
160
Nom,combings
$1,500 China Cabinet.
like new $500 00
3 piece bedroom suit
$300.00. Call
227-8558
OREAT AFTER'
-CHRISTAIA
SALES!'
MAIN- STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 MAPLE ST.
;270) 76'1-7653

1989
Internabona
S2500 Dump Te.ick
Cummins
Diesel
Tandem axle
10
transmission
speed
New paint
$9800
0130 270-994-1595

293-2487.Firewood.

Calloway Garden
ESSeit Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguld Dnve
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apmonents
27e-733-Itsse
TDD 1411111.54.4•18.33
Ext. BO .
6

TAT two °swoons,

1

i

*

&Mit Dalleery
Lead Mali .
room,
3sm.--MN
6 as.--$.45A1 3 we.--..$35.11111
6ow --WM
1 ye -$1113.116
1 yr.-SUM

r Al Odier Midi
Resit of ICY/TN 1'
rParror 6 Ilsdaross)
sabsaiodem
,
3

.....____ve.s.

1 3 Die.--Me

4 1110......---011114
yr_SIMAIS

6 nos --Mae
--$143.06

Check
1

WEEKLY rental, all
utilities included.
$131.25Aveekly.
753-2568

Mosey Order

Visa
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e

Name

I St.Addresti
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Daytime Ph
Mail taut Hamm wttpayment to1

FIREWOOD
(270)210-6267 or
(270)226-3845 Pick up
or delivery

i
* * I
I

:
I * IJE
WURRI
DGY
ER &TIMES*
:

EFFICIENCY
apartments for rent. Some
utilrbes paid. $230/mo
No pets. 767-9037

NICE 2BR. 2E3A
$425 00. also 1BR,
1BA $325.00. 1-1/2
blocks from MSU, references required
49243069 or 97043412

Subscribe to the

1

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large. 2BR
1 5 bath garage, all
appliances
1 small
indoor pet allowed
$875 mo 293-7404

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. on
campus, CM/A, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
oets 759-4696.
293-4600

*

*
11 . Ir
i
1
ELIMCI
1 .s, *
* ii
*
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*DIVORCE with or with
out Children $125 Wrth
FREE name change
documents and mantel
settlement agreement
Fast ana easy Call us
24 hrs 7 days 1-8887 8 9 - 0 1 9 8
mine CourtDivorceServ
,ce corn
*Reach over 1 million
reaaers with one call!
Contact the classifier:
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
for only $250
AUCTIONS
*Indian Artifact AuctionSat , Jan 23, Holiclay
Inn North. Lexington
Oi.er 400 museum grade relics' Clovis.
Dovetails
and
Cumberlands! Call for
information and catatog. 1-800-466-3836
BUSINESS
FOR SALE
*Treasures.
Flea
Market Vendors. New,
Used,
Collegiate
Sports, Western Ladies
Belts. Nascar Globes,
Gas Fireplace $2,000
ALL Sehous Inquiries
Only. 615-389-3303
Portland. TN
DEALER WANTED
*Amencan Log Homes
Dealerships Available.
Expect
S100,000
Yearly
Pert-tirne.
Expense paid training
FurniShed Sales Leads
BBB A. Rating. Free
Hous-e plans catalog &
-Application. Call Mr.
Boone
1-877-6763642
www.thegreatamencanlogco.co
FOR SALE

•

•-D13H
Network
$19.99/mo, Why Pay
More For TV? 100+
Channels. FREE 4Room Install. FREE
HD-DVR. Plus $600
Sign-up BONUS. Call
Now' 1-866-240-3844
•Get Dish- FREE
Installation- $19.99/
mo. HBO & Showtime
FREE- Over 50 channels FREE Lowest
prices! No equipment
to buy! Call now ;or full
details.
1-877-2388412
HEALTH SERVICES
*HERNIA REPAIR? Did
you Receive a COMPOSIX KUGEL MESH
PATCH
Between

AND
January 2001
Present'? It the Kugel
patch was removed aue
to complications uf
perforation
bowel
abctominal wall tears
puncture of abdominal
organs or intestinal hstuiae you may be antitlea to compensation
Attorney
Charles
Johnson 1 -800-5355727

•CDL-A Team °rivers
with Hazmat Split $ 68
for ail miles 0/0c
teams pa.r1 $1 40 for d
miles Up to $150L
Bonus 1-800-835-9471
•Onver- One Company
for ALL Drivers, Van &
Flatbed- High Miles
Great
Equipment
Vanety of Runs ClassA
CDL
Western
Express 888-801-5295

HELP WANTED

*Drivers
CDL-A
*HAVE STRONG COM- FLATBED Up to 41
MUNITY TIES? EF CPM Home most weekFoundation seeks coor- ends $1,000 Sing-on
dinators to find families Bonus
OTR
for
international Expenence Required
exchange students 20 No felonies Top Earner
hrsi mo Cash & Travel $69,000 800-441-4271
rewards Must be 25+ xKY-100
877-216-1293
*Drivers- IMMEDIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL
NEED! Regional & OTR
avaiiable
*ATTEND COLLEGE positions
ONLINE from Home NOW! CDI.-A wi Tanker
•Medical, 'Business. Req d Outstanding pay
- Paralegal, & Benefits! Call a
'Accounting. *Cnminal recruiter today! 877Jushce. Job placement 484-3061 vivne.oakieyassistance. Computer transport.com
available. Financial Aid *Flatbed Company &
if qualified. Call 866- 0/0 Drivers Needed
4 6 0 - 9 7 6 5 0/0 Must have cwn
www CenturaOnline.co trailer and equipment.
Excellent
pay
&
*FREE
Heavy Benefits. Home weekEquipment Operator ends Low deadhead
Training Must be LAID miles. Call M-F 8amOFF,
Collecting 4pm 800-525-3383 ext.
106 www.tlexpress.com
or
Unemployment
exhausted
Benefits *FREE CDL Class-A
Funding thru STATE Training Must be LAID
WIA Program AMERI- OFF,
Collecting
CAN HEAVY EQUIP- Unemployment
or
MENT TRAINING 866- exhausted
benefits.
280-5836
Funding thru SlATE
Po.vmm musi
MEDICAL HELP
meet
hiring
WANTED
Requirements of Mator
•Ky Health Training: Trucking Companies.
Certified
Clinical TRUCK
AMERICA
Medical Assistant, EKG TRAINING 866-244Technician, Nurse Aide 3644
Training, Phlebotomy
training Lexington & *GRAND OPENING!!!
Georgetown.
Dey, Allied CDL Training Mt.
Night, Weekend class- Sterling, KY. Weekly
es. 859-963-2901, 888- Start Classes WIA/ Voc
2 7 4 - 2 0 1 8 Rehab Approved. Job
vininv.nurseaidetraining- Placement Assistance
Avail. Lowest Tuition.
center corn
Call Today!!! 877-492MOBILE HOMES
0012
•New
DoJblewides *KNIGHT REFRIGER$44.900
New ATED- We have 4
.Singlewides 823,900. openings
for
Deliver and set includ- E xceptional
OTR
ed!! 1-866-304-5669
Drivers. Appry online at.
knightrefrigeratTRUCK DRIVERS
ed.com 6 mos OTR
HELP WANTED
experience required,
•BIH
Trucking Class-A COL, No
Company.
Driver felonies, NO DUI's, or
Trainees Needed! No Call 888-668-0829.
CDL- NO PROBLEM!
Eam up to $900e week. •PTL OTR Dnvers.
Company
endorsed NEW PAY PACKAGE!
CDL Training. Job Great Miles! UP to 46
assistance. Financial corn. 12 months experiassistance. 1388-780- ence required. No
felony or DUI Past 5
5539
years. 877-740-6262.

I
36F1/2BA bnck in city,
quiet residential neigh
borhood. rentral-hea
& air, kitchen stove
fndge. dishwasher,
W/D-hookup,
big
fenced back yard.
$850.
TEL.-270-767-1176
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J&L RENTALS
MLNI-STI/RAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
et 121 S 6A (Amble;
18X10$25

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753- 7666

lexiS

mm436-2524
(ro)293-4906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control

storage

1 16 11i. inistm aec
All rises to
flit 'bur needs
Located by
F roggy radio *intim

*Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

G&C
STORAGE end
PROPANE
119 E Main
(2701 753-6266
Cell (2701 293-4183
9am -4pm M-F

Beauty shop for rent,
city limits 293-1150

KEY MINI

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
lnr.1-otors3.
•
RENOVATED aBR
BA horne neer hospite[
Beautiful hardwoodlilde floors, sunroom basement, appliances. new C/H/A,
2,200 sq $8,000 first
time home buyer
rebate $79.500
270-761-1317

03 F350 powerstroke
diesei 4x4 crew cab.
dually. Lanat package,
leather heated seats.
power windows &
seats, cruise, AMTM
stereo CD, loaded.
100,xxx mules.
$20,000. 435-5508 or
293-5507

LAM
•
LAWN SIRVIt

Need to sell
your house?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger TIrnes
270-753-1916

2002 Yamaha Grizzly
660. 4x4, ultramatic
realtree camo, many
extras, excellent condition. $4.600 474-8666

I1(270)227-0587
c'" I
Al! Carpentry Cone.
New homes, Addrtions
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors Vinyl
Siding
Decks.
Roofing Moblie Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
,censed & ins,rea
_. -.OUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY S75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Leek
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

113miitile t
t;r, Mat Me
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087

)1:151 111 Ill I'LlIt
1•31\11N.o.
I It .III

We
knowingly accept ans
advertwinF for real esti* ehirh
is not in isolation of the Loh All
persons art hereby informed
that all dweIhrip advertned are
ovailobie on an equal opponv
nits basos
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Adverhsifig requirements contact NAA Counsel
0131.431000
Rene P

Lob For Sab
WOODED lot In
Campbell Estates_
1414 Oakhill Dr.,
145x 1 75. quiet cul-desac. Call 978-0876 or
759-5469
GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

Ten
Publi

FORTNER Gas Co.
Murray s newest
propane deeier Cali
761-4427
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YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

11:13 N.

REE
ESTIMATES

BRUSH &
HAMMER

(270)873-9914_

• Painting • Fix-it's

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
stained

(270) 436-2228
11411101199

M&M ROOFING
(270) 227-9212

LANDSCW

4
111010
Yea cm coast es Me
swat experiaxat
wat
43 Tow ligier

Mewing, Mania-airing,
land%caping AL
. teat Vacuuming
Sallistaotonin guaranteed

753-772S

753-1816 727-0611

Hill Electricl
SInce 1986

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
•Screened Porctes
*Garages
•VVater & Termite
Damage
*Decks
•Horriei Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

24 Nowt saitveca
Res.. ConL. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118

•••euty -Safety
.Socurity
•energy Efficient
sem Equipment
•Pro installation
.30 Yrs. Experience

(270).519-4729.;

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming. removal
stump gnncling,
firewood Insured
489-21339
. 11 \sit
II \IC,
11 11..M..1
\I
• weal!, 3 special

• locally fwd.operated
75,-1151 • 293-278l3
293-2784
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. bui
.it .1
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this information do so at their
270-703-10211
own risk. Afttiough per.. 270-703-40115
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mentioned nerein are
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Money donated to help with Hospice House
SPECIAL TO THE LEDGER

The Murray Residential tions of Tennessee and southern Calloway
Endowment for
The
Murray-Calloway Hospice House will be the first Illinois.
Healthcare, contact
Keith
Endowment for Healthcare in the region, serving western
To learn about naming oppor- Travis, VP of Institutional
recently announced that Billy Kentucky and neighboring sec- tunities available with Murray- Development at 762-1908.
Dodd together with Fitts Block
& Ready. Mix, Co., Inc. are
donating a total of $6,000 for the
future Residential Hospice
House.
Billy Dodd had a personal
connection with the services of
Hospice, and chose to donate
$3,000 himself, which will also
be matched by Fitts Block for an
additional $3.000.
"My wife was able to use
Hospice and I think it's a good
service for Murray.- said Billy
Dodd. ''It's going to be nice to a
have place for pauents to be
cared for and families to still get
to be with them."
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Hospice House will
be a I2-bed, residential facility.
Designed to provide patients
with limited life expectancy, and
their families, a nurturing,
homelike setting: a hospice
house is a place where life's
Photo provided
journey can end peacefully and
in dignity, surrounded by family Pictured, from left, is Sharon Furches, MCCH Board Chair. Jack Dood. Billy Dodd, Quinten
I and friends.
Dodd, Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development, and Judge Executive Larry Elkins.

downs to live in this bond. Only
you can decide. Tonight: Say
"yes" to living.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Defer to others. You
can say "00" at any given point.
Claiming your power doesn't
mean being in control of a situation. It is being able to control
your reactions and choosing
your responses instead. Tonight:
Sort through invitations.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** A new project could be
dropped on your plate out of the
blue. Listen to suggestions. A coworker or friend could reinvigorate your thoughts and help you
come up with a unique
approach. Tonight: Run errands,
then decide.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your sunny behavior disarrns many. but no one as much
as a child or loved one. This person wishes you were like this
more often. Use the moment and
mood to let others know how you
The Stars Show the kind of
really feel. Tonight: It is TGIF!
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
4-Positive, 3-Average: 2-So-so: **** Your ability to rnove forI-Difficult
ward and head in a distinctly
new direction might emerge, but
ARIES (March 21-Ann! 19)
only after you handle a personal
**** New beginnings become or domestic matter YOU cannot
possible if you try another move much further without solid
approach or do something differ- personal foundations. Tonight: At
ently. You discover a gentleness home.
in a higher-up or boss that you SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
hadn't seen before. Touch base *** Stay on top of a personal
with a loved one. Tonight: A must matter, and clear out an overdue
appearance.
conversation. You were worned
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
whether it would go OK. You
***** Examine what is going could be delighted and surprised
on with someone you care a lot by the end results. Sometimes
about. If you want to see lite from the anticipation in no way equals
a different point of view, investi- the realization. Tonight: Be open
gate possibilities with an eye to to suggestions Hang out, in any
change. You see a situation far case.
differentfy from many. Tonight: SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Avoid comparing notes.
**** Be sensitive to expenses
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
and aware of what needs to be
***** When you sweep done within the parameters of a
away tbe layers and layers of certain issue. Knowing how
issues, clearly someone really much you give could be more
does c,are. You might ask your- important than you realize.
self if it is worth all the ups and Tonight. Hang out.
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DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Ail ze n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Clirnate Control
Electricity

Asa Cara

CHIHUAHUA
male
pup, long-haired, $75.
Brussels
Griffon
female pup, $50.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
270-748-5575
Friday, Jan 15, 2010:
JACK Russell pups.
This year, many find you
shots, $50 00 994appealing. In some way, shape
°289
or forrn, you could be overwhelmed by all the attention.
Livestock A Suopese
Enjoy, but still stay true to your
HAYmixed grass ideals. Someone you meet this
year. especially if you are single,
S3 00/bale 7531287
might not be all he or she proj430
ects. Get to know people well
Reel Web
before deciding you know who
they are. You will get many difMuria* Ledger & Tunes Fair
Housing Act Notice
ferent offers; remain the cynical
A .1 rye estate &Ivertrieti hum
Goat, and you won't make a mis• subiect to the Federal I'air
iS....strg Act which makes it take. Don't give an automatic
dies": to adverbse anv preterno, but be ready to do some back
ence Ltruiabon or decnnunah, hued on race. color. rie"
checking. If you are attached,
g,e, sex. handicap. ramiliak stathe two of you benefit from
tus ir rabonal onem. intention to make an. midi pfefer
weekends and periods together
moss. hmeations dtss-nrnmaaway from your daily lives.
hon
Somehow the flames of
State Laws forbid dismmination
in the saie, rental or odiernsing
romance rebuild. AQUARIUS
ot real estate based or factors in
helps you make money.
addition to those protrcted
under federal law

COMMERCIAL building for lease. Free
standing building with
parking. Great location
in Murray $350/per
month Available now.
Call now 615-478-4724
866-496-0062

WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. f21S
Murray. kY 42071
270-753-5562

& Sumba

riiRL
IT---/
or Seim

Ir/ Isapiellfte Misr
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Give 100 percent, knowing full well you can and will
make a difference. Don't sell
yourseff short. If you want to let
another person know how very
much you care. now is the time.
Tonight: Treat a friend to
munchies.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Though you might have
a difficult time starting the day.
you'll whiz through the afternoon. Suddenly you feel as if
you can handle nearly anything.
Open up to talks and stay on top
of venous situations, at work and
personally. Tonight: Finally, the
world is your oyster.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to examine what is happening behind the
scenes. You might be right about
svhat you believe is occurring.
Trust a friend who is always
there for you. A discussion could
be most enlightening. Tonight.
Disappear. Do your own thing.
BORN TODAY
Singer, dancer Charo (1951),
actress Margaret O'Brien (1937),
civil-rights leader Dr Martin
Luther King Jr. 09291
•••
Jacqueline Blgar ia on the
Internet at www.lacquellnebigarcom

: a!, • -*SEND US
YOUR WINTE
PHOTOS!
When
'Stift

you

submit photographs for

0 c;

"Scene in the Community"
page, please include the event. the date, place.
organization or group, as well as the name of
everyone in the photograph.
Only a certain number of photographs will
appear because of space. There is no guarantee
a submission will be published. No photos over
2 months old will he published.
Metal pbotos: They may be submitted to
composing@murrayledger.com in a JPEG format.

Not photos: May be dropped off at the
Ledger office at Whitnell Ave.,
or mailed to
P.O. Box 1040,
Murray. KY 42071.
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Parents fear son's tag-along
girlfriend will hold him back

Murras Ledger & Times

ly 1,edger & 'Times

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of cable
crews subcontracted to Murray
Electric System hanging fiberoptic cable off 12th Street, Murray. The project which started
last July is scheduled to be completed in February The picture
W LS
by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane
The opening performance of
'Murder in Green Meadows' by
Twilight Cabaret Production at
Kenlake State Resort Park will
be tonight.
The Four Rivers Music Friends
will meet Jail. 16 at 2 p.m. at
the Calloway' County Public
Library.The group meets each first
and third Sunday of the month
at the library
Twenty years ago
Lt. James Shropshire was
named "Fire Officer of the Year"
and Mike Farley was named "Firefighter of the Year" by the Murray Fire Depiirtment.
• Published is a picture of Tom
Rushing, chairman. and Dons
Cella, vice chairman, at a meeting of the Murray Independent
Board of Education.
Murray High School Lady
Tigers lost 76-52 to Marshall
County High School Lady Marshals in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Jennifer Parker for Murray and Richelle Cadwell for Marshall.
Births reported include a girl
to Candi and Joel Freeland, Jan.

FORTNER Gas Co.
Murray s newest
propane dealer Call
761-4427
YEARRY'S
Tree
Servtce Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fixits
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained
(270) 436-2228

LANDSC

MOM

•Eleauty rilletrety
•Securtry
•Energy EMekent
•Pro Equipment
•Pro Installation
.40 Yrs. Experience
TIM LEMONS
ler' elan
270-4 S-4776
1HE Murray Ledger &
limes considers its
sources reliable. but
naccuracies do occur.
Readers useig this information do so at their
awn risk. Although persons and comcanies
-nentioned herein are
selieved to be reputable.
The Murray Ledger S
times. nor any of its
smployees accept any
esponsibility whatsoovsr for their actrienes.

Thirty years ago
A basic program of Adult Ba.sic
Education is now going on in
Calloway County with evening
classes on Monday and Tuesday
at North Elementery School. Marlene Beach is the teacher.
In high school basketball
games. Calloway Lakers lost 7245 and Lady Lakers won 75-59
to teams of Lowes Blue Devils.
High team scorers for Calloway
were Dan Key for boys and
N11 na Todd for girls: Mun-as:

louse
Endowment
for
.
contact
Keith
P of Institutional
nt at 762-1908.

Tiger% lost 70-69 to Mayfield
Cardinals a ith Nick Swift high
scorer for the Tigers.
Mr. and Mrs Oscar McClain
were married fur 50 years Dec.
29
Forty years ago
Calloway County Schools at
Calloway High and elementary
centers at Almo, Faxon. Haael.
Itirksey, Lynn Grove and New
Concord opened texiay after being
dismissed for six days due to
the weather conditions.
The Registered All Jersey herd
at Murray State University has
been named the top production
Jersey. herd in Kentucky., according to EB Hov.ton, chairman
of the Department of Agnculture of MSU.
Calloway County High School
Lakers lost 62-60 to Fulton County Pilots in a basketball game.
Darrell Crawford a as high scorer for the Lakers.
Fifty years ago
Thieves broke in at Faxon
School last ntght and escaped with
approximately S12 at the school.
Directors of the Peoples Bank
of Murray are Fleetwood Crouch.
A.F. Doran. H. Glenn Doran.
R.H. Falwell. Hugh L. Houston,
Conrad H. Jones, Carl B. Kingins, Lynwood Morris, L.D. Outland. George E. Oserbey and
H.T. Waldrop.
Sixty years ago
In high school basketball
games Murray Tigers won 5747 over Benton Indians with high
scorers being Thomasson for
Tigers and Flatt for Indians; Murray Training Colts won 35-33 over
Brewers Redmen with high scorers being Magness for Colts and
Blagg and Mobley for Redmen:
Almo Warriors won 51-40 over
Dover with high scorers being
Miller for Almo and Wallace for
Dover.
Salmon. tall can. is listed as
selling for 35 cents in the ad
for Kroger this week.

•

DEAR ABBY: Our son,
•Stun," is a senior in high school
and has chosen a college that
will suit his major. Now, all
of a sudden, his girlfriend,
"Amanda," has decided she
wants a) attend the same school.
We'd like to
discourage it
because we
know she's
only going
there to be
close to our
son. We feel
she needs to
get out on
her own as
much
as
Sam does.
By Abigail
Sam has
Van Buren
to
tried
break
up
with her in the past, but she
makes him feel guilty about
breaking it off. We have talked
to our son about her and her
behavior. He is a bright kid.
but seems not to be smart
where Amanda is concerned.
Please help us figure out a
way to make Sam understand
the kind of position he's putting himself in. Amanda is
needy and spoiled. She has
never had to work for anything. Our son holds down two
jobs and seems very
'pendent -- so why is he coddling
her? -- HELP NEEDED IN
WISCONSIN
^E•R HELP
Sam may be emotional about
Amanda, or just so soft-hearted he can't get past her guilt
trips. Please remain calm,
because college is almost a
year away and a lot can happen between new and then. If
Amanda's focus is on Sam and
not her grades. although she

Dear Abby

Today In History
By The Associated Press
. Today is Thursday. Jan. 14.
the 14th day of 2010. There are
a351 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 14, 1784, the United
States ratified a peace treaty with
England. ending the Revolutionary War.
On this date.
lat 1639. the first coasinution
1, of Connecticut — ths41011.011en--41)
.01 Orders — was aciramik...14,
In 1858. Napoleon III, Emperor of the French, and his wife.
Empress Eugenie. escaped an assassination attempt led by Itahan revolutionary Felice Orsini. who was
later captured and executed.
In 1898, author Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson — better known
as "Alice in Wonderland" creator
Lewis Carroll — died in Guildford, Surrey. England. less than
itto weeLs heforc hi, 66th birth-

1

1

Photo provided
;illy Dodd, Quinten
_arry Elkins.

day.
In 1943, Prelident Franklin D.
Roosevelt, British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill and French Gen.
Charles de Gaulle opened a wartime
conference in Casablanca.
In 1952, NBC's "Today" show
premiered, with Dave Garrov:ay.
as the host, or "corrununicator,"
as he was officially known.
In 1953. Josip Broz Tito was
efeeted preminent an Yugoslavia by
the country's Parliament
In 1963, George C. Wallace
was sworn in as governor of
Alabama with a pledge of "segregation forever."
In 1969. 27 people aboard the
aircraft carrier USS Enterpnse. off
Hawaii, were killed when a rocket warhead exploded, setting off
a fire and additional explosions.
In 1970, Diana Ross and the
Supremes performed their last concert together. at the Frontier Hotel

in Las Vegas.
Ten years agoi In a massive
demonstration demanding the
return of Elian Gonzalez, tens of
thousands of Cuban wornen
marched to the U.S. rnission in
Havana. A U.N. tribunal sentenced
five Bosnian Croat militiamen to
up to 25 years in prison for a
1993 murder rampage that emptied a Bosnian village of every
one of its Muslim inhabitants.
Five years ago: Army Spc
Charles Graner Jr. the reputed ringleader of a band of rogue guards
at the Abu Ghraib prison, was
convicted at Fort Hood, Texas, of
abusing Iraqi detainees. (He was
later sentenced to 10 years in
pnsonf A European space probe
sent back the first detailed pictures of the frozen surface of Saturn's moon, Titan. Mystery' writer
Charlotte MacLeod died in Lewiston, Maine, at 82.
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Contract Bridge
Bridge Is a Logical Game
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
:
8105724
•K 10 6 3
WEST•7 4 2
EAST
•8 6
•1 9 5 3 2
:
WQ 7 3
6
Qjx 5
•9 7 4 2
•Q.1 10 8
SOUTH .96 3
K
•AK1109 4
•A
The bidding.A K 5
South
North East
west
Pass
2••
2••• Pass
2•
3•
Pass
Pass
6•
• strong. artificial
•• negative
Opening lead — queen of clubs.

WOO

Bridge is logical game. True.
you Kase streaks of good or bad luck
from time to time — depending
mostly on the good or bad cards you
and your partner hold — but in the
long run the luck even.s out, and the
ability to reason well becomes the
demise factor.
Here is good example of sound
reasoning in both the bidding and
play. South bids ',ix hearts almost
single-handedly, even though he
realizes that if his partner holds the

2

44 Wined and
dined
46 Actress —
Sommer
48 USAF unit
50 Ages
51 Halogen suffix
53 Daffodil starters
55 Finish a mousse
58 Fragrant fir
61 Center
62 Muslim mystic
64 Morays and
congers
65 — -Cat (winter
vehicle)
66 Part of HEW
67 Was idle
DOWN
Compass pt.
Library sect.
Walks heavily
Friend of Che
Near
Shatner series,
(with "War")
7 Border st

115
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WELL SURE, BUT
THAT LUAS JUST
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54

57

59
64

16 UFO pilot
18 Cry audibly
20 Seance sound
22 'Dave" actor
23 Art-store buy
Eixscgluasmtation of
25 d
27 Flax product
28 Applies gold
30 S
ieuani beam
32 Phone button
36 Director —
Craven

26

40

55
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31

130
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DID I ASK
YES, SIR MR.PRINCIPAL..
HER TO 60
L.0140? THE LITTLE GIRL
PARIS? _,TO
WITH THE BRAIDS ? SORE,
WE'RE IN THE SAME
s-r-4--------KINDERGARTEN CLASS
..........4.----7.7-7,./.----- '''''s'—'....0'
r......-

8 H S. elective
(2 wds.)
9 Dubai loc.
10 A-Team member (2 wds
12 Revised
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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PEAINIUT-Sto

rimg hand. the slam may go down
one.
l'et South should assume that kie
is a strong fa,orne to make the slam.
as there are many more hands North
can hat e that will produce 12 uneks
than there are that will yield only 11.
For example. Nonh might Isiswe
either the queen of hearts or queen of
clubs. or a singleton or doubleton
club. or tnur or live small hearts -and South would certainly want to he
in a slam in all of those cases.- Ile
theretive bids the slam. even though
Bileould not bet the family homefsliiiiil on making it.
South also plays the hand With
equal assurance. Ile wins the iidob
lead with the king. cashes the act: of
diamonds and then leads the jack of
trumps! This unusual play. guarantees the contract. In the actual deal.
West can do no better than take the
*k of hearts with du: queen. establishing dummy's eight as an entry.
and declarer later discards his "Club
loser on ihe king of diamonds 'k,
make the slam.
Playing the heart jack belige
cashing the ace and. or king assures
the contract against any he of the
opposing trumps. Observe thug rf
declarer were to play. one top utamp
he ibre playing the jack. he would fail
if either opponent held all four
trumps and refused to take the queen.
Leading the jack first allows delarer
to play the ten next in that ctentuality.

Crosswords

ihs for
fifty"
date, place.
he name of

pmphs will
o guarantee
photos over

joints. commonly attesting the
fingers and knees. Pain often
appears in two or three jaints
and might last up to three days
and can be severe. Oddls it
can cease as quickly a" .ats episode
begins The condition is characterized by joint stiffness.
infltunmation. warmth and pain
Antoinflemmatory medicines
inay be ineffective for pain control: however. a physician may
choose to prescribe methotrexate or hydroxychloroquine for
better control.
Alternative control includes
hydrotherapy, herbals and a prt)per diet. The consumption of meat
and dairy products is acceptable
when combined with fruits. v'egetables and an approptilue
amount of water. When consumed
inappropriately. dairy: products
can cause bloating, diarrhea and
stomach pain. Stress and smoking can be detrimental to. the
condition.
.
A diet for those afflicted with
rheumatoid arthntis should be
restncted to no more than 2.000
calories daily with fruits. vegetables and protein being the
foundation. If a primary-care
physician cannot get a patient
started in the right direction, the
patient should ask for a referral to a rheumatologist and dietician who can.
Readers who are interested
in additional information can
request my Health Reports "Managing Chronic Pain" and "'Medical Specialists." Simply sena- a
seif-addressed stamped No. 10
envelope and a S2 U.S. check
or money- order for each repOrt
to Newsletter. P.O. Box 167.
Wickliffe. OH 44092. Be sure
to mention the title(st.

Dr. Gott

DEAR
ABBY:
My
boyfriend broke up with me,
saying, "It's not me, it's you."
If he meant it as a joke, I
didn't feel like laughing. What
should I have said to him? - STUNG IN DENVER
DEAR STUNG: The best
response is the one you probably gave him: "Goodbye!"

39 Dodgers org
40 PBS funder
42 Still

,f BE-CAUSE THERE
ISN'T ANY caime

DEA R DR.GOTT:Ten years
ago, I *AS diagnosed v. ith palindrome rheumatoid arthritis. I
didn't want to take the medication, so I did a lot of reading.
The first information I found is
to avoid foods that worsen the
condition
'They're usually the ones
you eat every
day and think
can't
you
live without.
Corn was a
major one for
me. and it's
many
in
procesed
foods. I also
found
that
By
Dr. Peter Gott alternating
food families
so that each was eaten only
once every four days brought
me relief. It takes some work
to figure out what foods are in
the same family, but there are
sources.
I haven't had any problems
for over 10 years and no longer
have to be so careful about
alternating foods. I mentioned
this to someone I knew vsho
was having rheumatoid arthritis
problems, too. He also found
relief by avoiding the foods and
dnnks he consumed most often.
I mentioned this to my
rheumatologist. and he said there
were experiments being done
with food anti the condition. I
don't know what they have discovered. but i do kaow this has
been helpful to me. I hope it
can help others.
DEAR READER: Palindromic rheumatoid arthritis disease is inflammation around

DEAR ABBY: My problem is I attract needy people.
I don't have a problem setting
boundaries. However, those
boundaries
are
frequently
crossed because the person is
so self-absorbed that he/she
"can't hear" me.
How does one draw the line
with a complete stranger who
wants to tell me her whole
lite story the fitst time we
meet, and sucks away my. energy and my time? I feel like
the individual isn't even talking to me. She might as well
be talking to herself or to a
wall for all I care.
Abby, I do not want to continue being taken hostage by
these kinds of people. I'm not
interested in their lives or troubles. I have enough of my
own. I don't want to be unkind,
but I haven't found a way to
protect myself from being
rya:et; to invest time in needy
acquaintances with whom I do
not wish to pursue a relationship. I am not a total (rhymes
with witch), but I am definitely ... BAFFLED IN VERO
BEACH, FLA.
DEAR BAFFLED: If I
understand your descnption
correctly. the type of person you
describe is a "sapper." These
are individuals who talk until
they completely drain the energy from their "victim" -- not
unlike vampires in Stephenie
Meyer's novels.
An etTective way to deal with
a sapper is to stop the conversation. Explain that he or
she has caught you at a time
or place when it's inconvenient to talk, or tell the person
you do not feel qualified to
deal with their situation and
refer them to a doctor, lawyer
or therapist. Then walk away
or end the phone call -- depending upon how they have
''attached" themselves to you.
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Arthritis under controt:
through diet

may went to attend the same
college. she may not be accepted for enrollment.
If she is, then your husband needs to have a man-toman talk with Sam and point
out that when he gets to college he is going to be exposed
to many different experiences
and people. that he's quickly
going to grow emotionally and
intellectually, and that is why
it's important that he keeps his
options open
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With Heat & Massage
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Klaussner TV Console $598

Hutch $398
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